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Dire Parking Persists On Campus
More Students And Bigger Buildings Mean Less Space for Commuters’ Cars
Red Cross 
Petition Bars 
Homosexuals
Jesse Jenkins 
Staff Writer
The parking situation at 
Montclair State University has 
always been a topic of conversation 
for commuters and residents.
Students are used to seeing cars 
cluttering the main lots, as frus­
trated drivers attempt to enter and 
leave the general lots at a snail’s 
pace.
Cars are parked with their 
engines off at the end of parking 
rows waiting for the next spot to 
open. Other students park in illegal 
spots around campus, a process 
that has led to the accumulation 
of $500,000 in fines collected by 
MSU over the last year, according 
to Parking Services.
The overwhelming majority of 
students that attend MSU are com­
muters. In fact, 73 percent of the 
MSU undergraduate 
population makes the commute 
to the university, according to Dr. 
Reginald Ross, the Dean of Student 
Enrollment.
Much of that student population 
has complained in the past about 
the parking at MSU. These com­
plaints range from parking prices to 
a lack “surface” parking. “Surface” 
parking has suffered recently with
the construction of several new uni­
versity projects over the last five 
years such as the Kasser Theatre 
and University Hall.
These projects often replaced 
on-surface parking, requiring the 
construction of the Red Hawk deck 
and NJ Transit decks to replace 
this lost parking.
However, as much as a park­
ing problem has seemed evident to 
students and staff around MSU, 
Montclair State may be doing more 
than some have suspected in sup­
plying sufficient amount of parking 
on campus.
The new parking decks have 
provided 2,550 parking spaces for 
students and staff and MSU meets 
rough guidelines set by the Urban 
Land Institute (ULI) and Institute 
of Transportation Engineers (ITE)
Parking prices are also com­
paratively even with other New 
Jersey universities. What staff and 
students are experiencing at MSU 
is the under-utilization of parking 
deck parking spaces.
One reason that surface lots may 
be crowded, despite the increase of 
parking space made available due 
to the decks, is that too many stu­
dents own surface parking passes 
instead of deck passes. .
According to Elaine Cooper, 
Director of Parking and
Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion
Students park illegally as a last resort to not finding a parking spot on 
campus. Because of this, MSU Parking Services has collected $500,000 
in fines In the last year.
Transportation at MSU, 16,490 
surface lot passes have been sold 
this past fall semester to students 
and staff, while only 848 deck pass­
es have been sold total to both
students and staff.
Cooper says that the decks may 
be under-utilized because they are
“PARKING" CONTINUED ON P.3
Lockout Procedures Reconsidered
Shayna Jacobs 
Assistant News Editor
The Community Service 
Advisory Board discussed on 
Tuesday a petition regarding the 
Red Cross’ exclusion of homosex­
ual men from blood donations, in 
response to students’ concerns that 
the standards are outdated and 
discriminatory.
The petition states, “Anyone who 
partakes in sexual activity without 
a condom and/or dental dam is 
at risk to contract HIV. With this 
being said, we feel that your crite­
rion for blood donation is medically 
inaccurate and discriminatory.”
The Red Cross’ guidelines 
warns, “You should not give blood 
if  you have AIDS or have ever 
had a positive HIV test, or if  you 
have done something that puts you 
at risk for becoming infected with 
HIV.”
The “Blood Donation Eligibility 
Guidelines” further states, “You are 
at risk for getting infected if you: 
are a nrnle who has had sexual con-
AJ Ingersoll I The Montclarion
Students who are locked out of their rooms sometimes resort to using 
their student I.D.s as a key, rather than waiting for lock-out times.
Douglas McIntyre 
Staff Writer
A Residence Hall Assembly bill 
to change the lock-out procedures 
for the campus was tabled in an 
unofficial meeting, with the advise­
ment to try it in Blanton Hall first.
Matthew Brittingham, the gov­
ernor of Blanton Hall for the RHA, 
submitted the bill last semester. 
Its purpose, he said, was to “open 
up the conversation between the 
members of the Residence Hall 
Assembly so that as a collective, we 
can decide how we wish to restruc­
ture the policy.”
It was meant to urge the Office 
of Residence Life to reexamine the 
procedure.
“The Office of Residence Life 
is not in touch with the RHA,” 
said Regina Sargent, the director of 
Residence Life. “We are not aware 
of what is going on there. Anything
they do has to come through us 
anyway.”
“This bill is an endorsement to 
Residence Life,” said Salikha 
Gokhale, vice president of the 
RHA.
“An endorsement would he sent 
to the Office of Residence Life, 
and after that, it was in their ball­
park.”
Gokhale reported, “Instead of 
proposing a campus wide lock­
out bill, it was suggested that 
Blanton Hall Governor Matthew 
Brittingham and Blanton Hall 
Director Kristin Lelli come up with 
their own policy in Blanton Hall, 
put it into effect, and if  deemed 
successfvd, propose the policy to 
Residence Life administrators and 
other hall directors.”
Brittingham’s solution would be 
to add two “anytime” lockouts to 
the current times for all students. 
“There should be some room for 
simple human error,” Brittingham
said.
The current procedure requires 
any resident locked out of their 
room to wait until the designated
lock-out times for an RA to let them 
into their dorm room. These were
“LOCKOUT" CONTINUED ON P.S
tact with another male, even once, 
since 1977 have had sexual contact 
in the past 12 months with anyone 
described above.”
The criteria, which can be 
viewed at the Red Cross website, is 
11 pages long and lists the eligibili­
ty of persons wishing to donate who 
have various diseases and health 
complications.
It makes no mention that poten­
tial heterosexual donors who have 
had unprotected sex are at risk, 
and specifically states that women 
on birth control are eligible.
“Not all gay men have HIV. 
Many are very healthy and we 
could be using them as resources, 
and the Red Cross is the umbrella 
organization that controls the rules 
and guidelines for all blood banks, 
so any blood bank we bring in 
w ill have the same rules,” said
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MSU Campus Calend§■
THURSDAY 26
CARS: Commuter Breakfast, 
Commuter Lounge, 9 a.m.
Expressive Movement, Drop-In 
Center, 4 -5  p.m.
FRIDAY 27
Holocaust Memorial Day 
SATURDAY 28
MSU Basketball vs. Rutgers- 
Newark, Panzer Gym, 4 p.m.
MSU Ice Hockey vs. Univ. of VT, 
Floyd Hall Arena, 9:10 p.m.
Music: Jessica Miller, flute 
& voice (Senior Recital), MC 
Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
SUNDAY 29
Shangai Quaratet, Kasser 
Theatre, 3 p.m.
WWE Wrestling Pay Per View: 
“Royal Rumble”, SC Ratt, 8 p.m.
Have A Great Weekend!
MONDAY 30
Let’s Talk About Sex, Drop-In 
Center, 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.
4 Virtuosi (Musical 
Performance), Kasser Theatre, 
7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY 31
Creative Arts for Stress Relief, 
Drop-In Center, 12-2  p.m.
UAASO: Karaoke Night, SC 
Dining Rm, 10 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 1
OSAU: African American 
History Month Flag Raising/ 
Opening Ceremony,
SC Flag-pole & Ballrooms,
2:30 - 5:15 p.m.
Salsa Lessons, Drop-In Center, 
6 -7  p.m.
NPHC/Brotherhood:
Why Black Men Are Not 
Graduating?, SC Dining Room 
Lounge, 8 p.m.
SGA Notes
Chinese Club 
Appropriation was
passed
- SG A  Spring Bash
Appropriation was
passed
-Chi Alpha Appropriation 
was passed
- Omega Phi Chi 
Class IV Initial Charter 
Passed
Montclarion
The Montclarion is a freely 
distributed newspaper pro­
viding one copy per person. 
Additional copies are $0.25
Corrections
Hannah Rolfe's rating fo r Big 
Love was three stars, not 
one as was reported in The 
Montclarion last week.
vertisin
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The Police 
Report:
Misdemeanors 
Scamper Across MSU
1/13/06 - An Information Technology 
employee reported damage to the entry 
doors of two rooms in Finley Hall. The IT 
employee was performing checks of the 
rooms when he discovered that the room 
appeared to have been burglarized. None 
of the equipment in either room was sto­
len. This case is under investigation.
EAST HANOVER - The former 
attorney for the Newark Housing 
Authority pleaded guilty yester­
day to looking at child pornogra­
phy on the agency’s computers.
Frank L. Armour, 64, of East 
Hanover, entered the guilty plea 
after losing his bid for entry into 
the pretrial intervention pro­
gram. In exchange for his plea, 
Armour will get a probationary 
term.
Yesterday in Superior Court, 
Armour admitted to viewing 
the images using his work com­
puter. Armour worked at the
troubled federal agency for 18 
years before retiring in March 1, 
2004. When he left the agency, 
the state had just completed its 
investigation into his Internet 
use.
NEWARK - A judge yesterday 
sentenced a reputed Bloods gang 
member to two consecutive life 
terms in prison for executing 
two robbery victims near down­
town Newark.
Superior Court Judge Better 
Lester sentenced Al-Qaadir 
Green for the May 19, 2001,
slayings of Cristian Made, 25, 
and Juana Ozuna, 31, and the 
critical wounding of Ozuna’s sis­
ter, Sofia Rodriguez.
Green and an accomplice, 
Omar Austin, came across the 
three victims at about 3 a.m. 
after they parked their car on 
Spring Street, near the Route 
280 westbound ramp to Broad 
Street.
NORTH CALDWELL - During 
the next two weeks, 20 years’ 
worth of weapons, drugs, ammu­
nition and drug paraphernalia,
collected by the North Caldwell 
Police Department, will be dis­
posed of at an undisclosed incin­
erator.
Essex County Prosecutor 
Paula Dow inspected the weap­
ons yesterday, before they were 
hauled away. Some of the weap­
ons had been seized in crimi­
nal cases, but police said many 
of the guns were turned in by 
residents who had found them in 
their homes or wanted to get rid 
of them after a family member 
died. “It makes the whole neigh­
borhood safer,” she said.
National News COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL
1/16/06 - A  Blanton Hall resident reported 
his Playstation was stolen from his room. 
This case is under investigation.
1/18/06 - A  Bohn Hail male resident 
reported that someone entered his room 
and scattered his clothing and property 
across his room. This case is under inves­
tigation.
1/18/06 - A  female faculty member report­
ed course description files stolen from her 
office. This case is under investigation.
1/19/06 - Daniel Cosaro, 18, North 
Haledon, was arrested for violating a 
restraining order. He is awaiting a court 
date in Passaic County Superior Court.
MOCKSVILLE, NC - The par­
ents of three sisters burned to 
death in a rear-end crash are 
asking Ford Motor Co. to install 
the same gas tank protective 
devices in regular models as it 
did for its police cars.
Tara Parker, 29, Mysti Poplin, 
24, and Megan Howell, 16, died 
two years ago inside a Lincoln 
Town Car limousine that burst 
into flames after it was caught in 
a traffic jam and hit from behind 
by a speeding pick-up truck in 
Greensboro, North Carolina.
Ford settled out-of-court with 
the families last week, days
before their lawsuit was to be 
heard. The terms of the settle­
ment were not disclosed.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA - 
President Bush told abortion 
opponents that they are pursu­
ing “a noble cause” and making 
a real difference in the campaign 
to recruit more Americans to 
stand on their side on Monday.
“We’re working to persuade 
more of our fellow Americans 
of the rightness of our cause,” 
the president told abortion foes 
gathered at the foot of Capitol 
Hill, He spoke by telephone from
Manhattan, Kansas, where he 
was to give a speech.
Supporters of abortion rights 
held a rally on Sunday, marking 
the 33rd anniversary of the Roe 
v. Wade ruling, and urging the 
Senate to reject the nomination 
of Judge Samuel Alito to suc­
ceed Sandra Day O’Connor on 
the Supreme Court. They held 
a candlelight vigil in front of the 
court, waving signs that read: 
“Alito-No Justice For Women,” 
and “Keep Abortion Legal.” Later, 
the demonstrators marched to 
the Capitol and the Supreme 
Court.
SAFETY HARBOR, FL - Michael 
Schiavo, whose brain-damaged 
wife was at the center of a con­
tentious end-of-life battle that 
played out on a worldwide media 
stage, has remarried, family 
members said.
Schiavo married his long­
time girlfriend Jodi Centonze 
on Saturday in a private church 
ceremony, said John Centonze, 
the brother of the bride.
Schiavo’s former wife, Terri, 
died in March after her feeding 
tube was removed. She had suf­
fered irreversible brain damage 
after collapsing in 1990.
International News COMPILED B Y  CHANTAL GABE
1/20/06 - A  male student reported that his 
car was burglarized while it was parked in 
lot 22. The victim's parking permit as well 
as a set of tools and a pair of jumping 
cables were stolen from the vehicle. This 
case is under investigation.
1/20/06 - A  female resident reported 
being attacked by a male driver over a 
parking spot. Neither party wanted to file 
criminal complaints.
Anyone who has information regarding these 
incidents is urged to call the police station 
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All 
calls are strictly confidential.
GOMA, DEMOCRATIC 
REPUBLIC OF CONGO - Eight 
Guatemalan special forces sol­
diers deployed as U.N. peace­
keepers in eastern Congo were 
killed and five more were injured 
on Monday during an operation 
against Ugandan rebels, the 
United Nations said.
The U.N. peacekeeping force 
in Congo, known as MONUC, 
said that for the past ten days, 80 
Guatemalan soldiers had been 
carrying out reconnaissance 
operations in Congo’s Garamba 
National Park, on the border
with Sudan, looking for. mem­
bers of neighboring Uganda’s 
rebel Lord’s Resistance Army. 
Officials said at least 15 LRA 
fighters were killed.
YENAGOA, NIGERIA - 
Nigerian militants dissociated 
themselves on Monday from 
“bounty hunters” negotiating 
with authorities for the release 
of four foreign hostages, rais­
ing the possibility of divisions 
within the group.
Officials had expressed 
hope the hostages could soon be
released after receiving a recent 
photograph of the oil , workers 
on Sunday from a person they 
believed was a credible go- 
between with militants.
Authorities met the repre­
sentative again on Monday to 
pursue ransom discussions, a 
government spokesman said, 
despite an e-mail from the group 
to Reuters saying they were not 
involved in the talks.
BAGHDAD, IRAQ - A suicide 
car bomber blew up at an Iraqi 
police checkpoint Monday near
the city’s heavily fortified Green 
Zone, killing at least three peo­
ple, an official with the Baghdad 
emergency police told CNN.
At least seven other people 
were wounded in the explosion, 
which was not far from the 
Iranian Embassy, the official 
said.
The Green Zone is home to 
U.S. military headquarters in 
the Iraqi capital and a num­
ber of government ministries 
and embassies. No information 
on casualties was immediately 
available, the official said.
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CONTINUED FROM R1
still relatively new to students and faculty.
“The (decks) are somewhat new. New 
things take time for people to adjust to. If it 
is not a problem for the students or faculty, 
I do not know that anything has to be done 
about it. It is a resource available to them if  
they wish to use it,” said Cooper.
The surface parking spaces remain con­
gested for the average MSU commuter who 
spends $50 per semester to obtain a parking 
pass valid for one semester. The parking 
decks remain under-utilized at MSU, espe­
cially by students who refuse to pay or cannot 
afford the $250 yearly pass.
“I have trouble affording my books,” MSU 
undergraduate, and Bloomfield resident, Joe 
LaGrutta said. “I paid $50. That should be 
enough.”
However, parking decks and other expen­
sive university parking projects like sub­
terranean parking designs are one of the 
few options for universities in New Jersey 
struggling for expansion according to Greg 
Sylvester, a senior parking and transporta­
tion planner with the parking consultant 
company Desman Associates in New York 
City.
Sylvester calls MSU’s current situation, 
being “land - locked”.
“This is not unusual. Most universities in 
New Jersey are land locked,” Sylvester said. 
“Structure parking is more expensive. Rates 
go up. People are going to complain.”
Sylvester said that no universal standard 
for the number of university parking spaces 
exists and one reason for this is that schools 
like MSU, especially in North Jersey, face 
even tougher challenges than most other 
schools because of the location. Therefore, 
space and parking is at a premium, and 
decks are built, causing'parking costs to 
rise.
Director of Parking and Transportation 
at Rutgers New Brunswick campus, Jack 
Molenaar, says that Rutgers faces the similar 
issue of being land locked.
. “Decks and demand management is the 
way of the future for all urban area campus­
es. We have a number of decks and we will be 
looking to add more in the future. We might 
not add actual stalls but we might replace 
small surface lots with parking decks,” said 
Molenaar.
While the price of parking for students at 
MSU is said to be too much money by some 
students, Montclair State University seems 
at par or lower than other New Jersey col­
leges when it comes to parking pass costs.
William Paterson and Ramapo College 
have the same fee for parking, while uni­
versities like Rutgers and NJIT are more 
expensive than MSU per semester. Rutgers’ 
parking specifically consists mainly of park­
ing decks which drive costs up.
For many, the issue as to whether MSU 
is falling behind in respect to parking stan­
dards for universities is something that is 
difficult to judge even by school parking 
planners.
Cooper said it is difficult to tell if  MSU has 
been able to proportionately accommodate 
the growing university population with park­
ing spaces over the last five years.
“I cannot judge this in a vacuum without 
knowing the growth in people taking other 
transportation options, and I do not have 
that data,” said Cooper.
Unfortunately, there is no set park­
ing standard for universities according to 
Sylvester. His company, Desman Associates, 
specializes in planning parking construction 
such as parking decks. It organizes ground 
space at universities and has recently han­
dled William Paterson University’s parking 
assessment and said they will need to build 
structured parking if they continue to grow 
in size.
Desman was also involved in creating the
preliminary design for MSU’s NJ Transit 
parking deck on Clove Road.
“One of the primary focuses is to assess 
university parking by doing supply and 
demand research,” said Sylvester.
Companies like Desman Associates reach 
an assessment on a university’s parking con­
dition by concentrating the ratio of expected 
number of commuters to the number of park­
ing spots, efficiency of parking lots in regards 
to traffic, and measurements gauging the 
density of traffic during parking lot peak 
traffic time.
Other experts in the field like John Lago 
who works for the New Jersey Division of 
Codes and Standards, say that a university 
like Montclair State may only need to fill 
regulations at a local level.
“Local law governs commercial develop­
ment,” said Lago.
“The local requirement may draw on 
a professional standard, maybe from the 
Institute of Traffic Engineers or some other 
professional group.
The parking space numbers are best 
determined by number of employees, square 
footage of floor area, or some other indicator 
of development.”
According to Cooper, MSU tries to follow 
both ULI and ITE standards.
According to Sylvester, planning com­
panies are able to quantify a supply and 
demand mark by using these two wide­
ly accepted guidelines. They are used to 
gauge whether university parking supply in  
terms of parking spot numbers will meet the 
demand of the students and staff.
Judging by both ULI and ITE guidelines, 
MSU seemingly meets the satisfactory rang­
es regarding the ratio of student commuters 
to parking spots. This is primarily due to 
the construction of the Red Hawk and New 
Jersey Transit parking decks.
According to Ross, universities in New 
Jersey, like Montclair State University and 
Rutgers, are attempting to expand with the 
use of parking decks to accommodate a grow­
ing student population and preventing the 
outsourcing of New Jersey college students 
to other states where there is more room for 
expansion.
This process, known as “brain drain”, is 
being combated by MSU as it continues to 
raise its number of students over the next 
few years from its current number of 16,000 
students.
“Our total enrollment is projected to reach 
20,000 by 2010,” said Ross. MSU has begun 
to sacrifice some “on ground” parking in 
order to build new buildings to accommodate 
the student and faculty population climb 
through 2010.
Construction of parking decks and elimina­
tion of surface lots is perhaps the only way 
MSU will increase parking and buildings 
necessary to accommodate this population 
increase in the future.
When asked as to whether or not more 
surface lots would be sacrificed for parking 
decks Cooper responded, “In all probability.”
MSU has already seen this transfor­
mation from surface parking to structure 
parking over the last five years. The number 
of surface parking lost during university 
construction projects over the last five years 
was not identified by Cooper.
“I have not tracked this data,” Cooper said. 
However, the building of the Kasser Theatre 
and the Red Hawk Deck eliminated two lots 
of free faculty parking.
The former lots, Dickson and Partridge 
lots, used to supply a good portion of parking 
for faculty, who today must generally park in 
the Red Hawk Deck. Fees for faculty parking 
were announced at about $450 yearly for the 
faculty in 2002 by MSU parking director 
Elaine Cooper. The faculty still maintains 
some free parking lots.
One of the most notable of parking chang­
es for students is the construction of the 
Children’s Center over lot 28 that replaced 
a large portion in the middle of the parking 
lot.
Beside the lot, the NJ Transit parking 
deck looms, displaying a scene that is indica­
tive of the transition the university is mak­
ing from surface parking to deck parking.
Across from lot 28 is The Village, a strip of 
housing for MSU residents.
Some residents of the Village have 
expressed their concern with the parking 
arrangement there despite the recent addi­
tion of the NJ Transit parking deck across 
the street.
The lot surrounding the village contains 
460 parking spaces while the total number of 
residents in the Village total 850. This ratio 
falls within the ULI and ITE ranges used by 
Desman Associates.
Although the construction of The Red 
Hawk and NJ Transit decks seem to not have 
pacified student unrest entirely, Cooper says 
that there is a limited amount that can be 
done at MSU.
Cooper said that there are some prepara­
tions for new parking in the face of MSU’s 
depleting surface parking which will satisfy 
a student body that has grown over 17 per­
cent over the last five years and continues.
According to Cooper, MSU plans to build 
a new parking deck by Yogi Berra stadium
that w ill fit another 2,000 cars. The con­
struction is planned for the summer of 2006 
but there is no estimated cost because there 
is no final design in place at this point.
Since there is no design for the deck yet, it 
is uncertain as to how many surface parking 
spots w ill be lost.
While a tentative plan for a new parking 
deck expects to be in place soon, there have 
only been vague suggestions for MSU park­
ing by a parking consultant named Parsons 
Brinckerhoffi according to Cooper.
“Evaluations have recommended increased 
transportation options and parking at the 
perimeter of the university,” said Cooper.
Greg Sylvester of Desman Associates says 
that MSU’s type of expansion needs a master 
plan to accommodate growing student and 
staff needs, and that ignoring this need will 
lead to future problems.
“You have to ask yourself, do you need a 
supply and demand survey done?” Sylvester 
said. “You have to define the problem and 
move from there.”
Cooper did not comment as to whether 
the university currently has a parking plan 
under way or is presently working with out­
side consultants to prepare for the universi­
ty’s increasing number of students.
“If they have a goal of reaching 20,000 
students, they need a [parking] plan,” said 
Sylvester. “If they don’t have one they are 
asking for the situation to get worse.”
Above is a chart showing the breakdown of MSU parking in relation to UU and ITE guide­
lines for university parking. The black bars show the amount of parking spaces, while the 
white bars show the amount of potential “ parkers.”  For the MSU population of 10,000- 
12,000, there are 3,398 parking spaces. For the 3,266 students in the residential body, 
there are 581 parking spaces, and for the staff of MSU, there are approximately 394 park­
ing spaces.
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PETITION
CONTINUED FROM P I
Krysthian LeMus, Program Assistant for 
Student Leadership Programs and CSAB 
member. LeMus organizes campus blood 
drives, which are done exclusively through 
the Red Cross. .
It takes six weeks to two months before 
HIV is detectable in a blood test. All blood 
donated is tested at least once, but the sam­
ples must be used quickly because red blood 
cells die daily.
This poses a statistically small but actu­
al risk that HIV may still be transmitted 
through blood transfusions.
“Red cells can Uve for about 4 months. I’m 
sure they don’t keep the blood samples more 
than 2 months,” said Dr. Susan Skalsky, 
Director of University Health and Counseling 
Services.
The CSAB began drafting a petition in 
early December when one student informed 
members that he was ineUgible to donate 
blood at a campus blood drive because of his 
sexual orientation.
Other students and CSAB members have 
since come forward in concurrence, and those 
involved were told to bring in signatures and 
additional letters as they come.
“The poücy guidelines are not intended 
to be discriminatory against one group or 
another,” said Skalsky. “They’re based on 
dáta collections that show a high incidence of 
risky behavior in the homosexual male com­
munity. It’s all based on statistics.”
A study done in six U.S. cities at bars 
and dance clubs of 5,719 homosexual men 
revealed that 573 had HIV and 77 percent of 
the infected did not know, according to a New 
York Times story in 2002.
A 1996 federal regulation prevents people 
who have lived in or visited eight African
countries since 1977 from donating blood. 
The pohcy against homosexual males is not 
mandated by federal law, and the Red Cross 
could revise the poUcy if  they chose to.
The CSAB is encouraging any student 
who feels strongly about this issue to either 
write their own letter or sign the petition let-
“A lot of people feel the policy 
is outdated and unfair. It’s not 
about the Red Cross, it’s about 
the students who feel they want 
to help and they can’t. We want 
people who feel passionate about 
it to step forward.”
Tanya Purdy
Program Assistant and Peer Education Corrdinator 
in the Wellness Center
ter.
The collection process is ongoing, and 
letters will be sent as they come, with hopes 
that the Red Cross w ill reconsider their 
pohcy.
“A lot of people feel the pohcy is outdated 
and unfair. It’s not about the Red Cross, 
it’s about the students who feel they want 
to help and they can’t. We want people who 
feel passionate about it to step forward,” 
said Tanya Purdy, Program Assistant and 
Peer Education Coordinator in the Wellness 
Education.Department.
Booking Shows For 
Kasser Hard-Hitting
Lauren DiGiacomo 
Staff Writer
Most people had never even heard of last 
year’s Montclairfest. The outdoor concert 
was held last spring in Montclair State 
University’s Lot #23 and featured music of 
many genres: rock, punk and hip-hop.
Class One Concerts, the main organiza­
tion sponsoring the event, as well as other 
school clubs that helped with the show, 
encountered several problems throughout 
the planning stages of Montclairfest.
For one, the concert had been moved from 
the amphitheater, its original location, to the 
parking lots.
The show was not given a definite loca­
tion until a month beforehand and, as a 
result, all of the good artists had already 
been booked.
The committee had a difficult time sell­
ing tickets for the event and even after the 
concert, students were asking what exactly 
what the show was all about.
The main organizers of the event were 
Jen Wilenta, currently president of Class 
One Concerts, and Stephanie Sattelberger, 
current secretary of the SGA.
Both Sattelberger and Wilenta struggled 
to put everything together last minute and 
when they were finally able to confirm a 
venue at the school, time to publicize the 
event was running out.
The result of'all of the planning was a 
turn-out of approximately 350 people for
Montclairfest, an amount that filled only a 
quarter of the parking lot in which it was 
held.
Class One Concerts is just one of the many 
organizations at MSU that have experienced 
setbacks booking shows in either the new 
Kasser Theater or Memorial Auditorium.
Lack of a rental policy for the school has 
given many organizations a host of problems 
when it comes to using these facilities.
Other schools such as Ramapo, Rowan 
and Kean outline clear policies, sometimes 
with specific dates when students are able to 
rent out the theater, as well as a breakdown 
of costs for the theater.
Wilenta, C1C president, described how 
she experienced difficulties with the admin­
istration when booking Montclairfest.
“I met with a committee [in the beginning 
of the fall semester] and verbally confirmed 
we had the amphitheater for a certain date,” 
Wilenta said.
However, when she called two weeks later 
to get more details on her event, she was told 
that the indoor theater had been booked by 
somebody else, which meant that a concert 
outside of Kasser was off-limits.
“I had to tell four bands and the two ven­
dors that I had confirmed that we lost the 
venue,” she said.
Jedediah Wheeler is the Executive 
Director of Arts and Cultural Programming 
(ACP), which is in charge of all of the the­
aters and booking on campus.
SEE ‘BOOKING’ ON P. 6
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New Student Experience 
WANTS YOU!
Applications Due February 1,2006
Download Application: www.montclair.edu/nse/programs/fypl.htm
Information Sessions: Tuesday, January 24 - 3pm ~ 4pm - SC 416
Thursday, January 2 6 - 1  lam - 12 noon ~ SC 416 
Monday, January 30 - 6pm - 7pm - SC 416
New Student Experience Morehead Hall Room 101- (973) 65 5- 7609
www.themontclarion.org
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LOCKOUT
CONTINUED FROM R1
put into place by the office of Residence Life 
in October 2003. “If after those two times you 
need a lock-out,” Brittingham said, “then you 
will simply have to wait until one of the hours 
as set now.”
“The issue is a popular concern,” accord­
ing to Brittingham. “The number of resi­
dents requiring a lock-out at one of the des­
ignated time slots has been upwards of 20 at 
one time.”
“A petition signed by 100 residents for 
RHA to urge the Office of Residence Life to 
review this policy was submitted,” according 
to Gokhale. However, “it was stated that 
most of the people who signed the petition 
had no idea about the current lock-out policy, 
therefore urged RHA leaders to come to the 
conclusion that lock-outs must not be as big
“RAs are students, too. They 
have classes. They need their 
sleep.”
M aria Soares
Blanton Hall Resident Assistant
of an issue as the submitted bill is making it 
seem.”
However, several anonymous sources 
note that there are occasions where the lock­
out times are not observed.
Maria Soares, a junior marketing/finance
and political science double major, is an RA in 
Blanton. Since becoming an RA in Blanton 
last fall, she has had to perform “over 30 
lock-outs” alone.
Lock-outs are more common in Blanton 
Hall, “since their doors lock automatically. 
A simple mistake made by a resident could 
make the lock-out timings very inconve­
nient,” said Gokhale.
Senior communications major Jessica 
Carvalho, who works in the office with the 
director of the complex Tayo Aribidesi, said 
that the number of lock-outs in the Freeman/ 
Russ complex is much lower.
“The most is five in one week. There have 
been weeks where there were none.”
Lelli supports rexamining the lock­
out procedures, according to Brittingham.
However, she “wants to ensure that a new 
policy is beneficial for the RAs as well as 
other residents.”
Soares believes that changing the policy 
this way is “setting a loophole for breaking 
the rules.” She believes that it would be 
more beneficial to RAs to even “cut down one 
of the hours. It’s offering too many freebies. 
Residents can manipulate the RAs into get­
ting two from each RA, because they can just 
tell them ‘I’ve never had a lock-out before,m 
Soares said. “RAs are students, too. They 
have classes. They need their sleep.”
Gokhale said she would strongly support 
if  the bill were put into action. She also 
reported, “since the proposal of this bill, the 
RHA members have shown a lot of support 
for it.”
NJ Transit Offering Students Free Rides
Chantal Gabel 
News Editor
NJ Transit is alloting free rides for any 
MSU student who has their student ID and 
a Free Ride Coupon for the week of Jan. 30 
through Feb. 5.
Fatima de Carvalho, Director of Student 
Activities, has sent out an e-mail to all stu­
dents regarding this service.
Students who wish to use this offer must 
fill out a brief survey, and after the survey 
is completed, an e-mail w ill be sent to the 
student with a coupon attached.
When students present this coupon to any 
NJ Transit bus operator, conductor or fare 
inspector, they will receive their ride free as
often as they would like for that week.
Junior nutrition major Kate Heyn used 
the service last semester and thought it was 
quite convenient. “The service is awesome, 
but it may be hard for me to take advantage 
this semester because I’m so busy.”
According to deCarvalho’s e-mail, “ben­
efits of this partnership include assistance 
with creating on-campus information cen­
ters, outreach to promote student awareness 
of NJ Transit options and an online student 
monthly pass (available for bus, rail or fight 
rail) that is discounted at 25 percent off.” 
Along with MSU, NJ Transit has part­
nered with Kean, Rutgers, Seton Hall and 
William Paterson University to attract stu­
dents to using their transportation.
courtesy of www.montclair.edu
The new MSU train station, which is in its second year, is offering a 25 percent discounted 
student monthly pass.
INSTITUTE FOR REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE & SCIENCE
a t  S a i n t  B a r n a b a s
9 4  Old S hort Hills Rd 
S uite 403E , Livingston, NJ 0 7 0 3 9
B e c o m e  a n  
E g g  D o n o r
A N D  H E L P  A N  
IN FE R T ILE  C O U P L E  
T O  A C H IE V E  
T H E IR  D R E A M S !
E a r n  $ 8 ,0 0 0
W O M E N  A G E S  2 J - 3 1  N E E D E D
Contact Oar Donor Hotline 1-866-50-DONOR
W W W .S B IV F .C O M
Seminars held monthly
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BOOKING
CONTINUED FROM R4
ACP was first instituted with the building 
of Kasser Theater, but it now controls every 
type of show that goes on at MSU.Wheeler 
said he did not book Montclairfest at the 
amphitheater because “I didn’t feel it was 
appropriate to have a rock-n-roll event tout- 
side, in the amphitheater] simultaneous with 
a classical music event.”
The event taking place was a symphony 
and jazz ensemble presented by the Music 
Dept. According to Wheeler, if there was no 
evpnt schéduled, the concert would not have 
beta a problem.
However, he also said that, “Rock-n-roll 
doesn’t interest me, it’s being done elsewhere. 
Fm looking for work in Kasser that is excep­
tional.”
The Alexander Kasser Theater, a gran­
diose structure located across from College 
Hall, opened in Oct. 2004. The height of the 
theater, with its regal staircase and plush 
décor, make it an imposing structure. It is 
a 500-seat venue where outside patrons can 
come to see shows, and students get in free. 
This year’s season will include 132 perfor­
well-equipped, as Kasser contains higher 
ceilings and is, overall, a bigger structure.
In addition to the two main theaters, 
there is L. Howard Fox Studio Theater, 
which contains 150 seats and is reserved for 
acting performances and lectures. There is 
also McEachem Music Hall and the Dance 
Studio, which both seat similar numbers of 
people.
Jill Romaniello, SGA director of program­
ming, is looking to utilize all of these spaces 
for the student population.
While Wheeler has said that many stu­
dent and professionally-run performances 
have been featured as part of what he terms 
a “cross-over,” and “part of the mission,” 
there has not been a singularly student-run 
performance in the theater since its open­
ing.
For students, there are currently three 
dates each semester in which they can rent 
out Memorial Auditorium. For Kasser, there 
is no written policy stating an exact number 
of open spots for students.
There is also no clause stating that outside 
organizations get priority 
over student organizations.
Romaniello is looking to 
expand the availability of 
both theaters for the stu­
dents ta  any amount that 
is feasible in Kasser or 
Memorial. “Fm sure there’s 
more than three days with 
no sets and no show,” she 
said about Memorial’s 
availability. “Something’s 
got to give.”
Romaniello e-m ailed 
Torchia, General Manager
ment has access to Memorial Auditorium 
and Fox Theater for two week runs or more 
through ACP, but he had no comment about 
the department’s involvement with Kasser 
Theater.
Peterson explained that a faculty com­
mittee is currently working with ACP on 
improving the scheduling for students and 
their productions by adding on an extra week 
in Kasser.
She is confident that the committee will 
be able to work things out to better benefit 
the theater department, which has grown 
from 180 students in 2000 to currently 253 
theater majors.
Peterson is optimistic about what the the­
ater brings to the campus.
“We’re glad we have professional pro­
grams available to our students,” she said 
about the venue.
In addition to the theater’s institution in 
2004, fall of 2003 brought a new charge to 
every student’s tuition bill: the Performing 
Arts Fee. The fee started out at $32 for each 
student and has steadily risen since, now 
reaching to $45.
Dean Geoffrey Newman of 
the School of the Arts said that 
the fee provides money for “addi­
tional resources, music, dance 
ensembles, and academic theater 
productions.”
“The money is managed 
through Arts and Cultural 
Programming (ACP) and dis­
tributed throughout the School 
of the Arts and the University,”
Newman said, adding that the 
general population receives some 
of this money also. The break-
However, when asked if  the theater is 
self-sustaining, Wheeler replied: “Kasser can 
never be self-supporting unless it charges 
$100-150 per ticket.”
Memorial Auditorium however, charges 
$2500 per day to rent out the theater. The 
Indian Cultural Club (ICC) had a problem 
last year when looking to present Tamasha, a 
representation of Indian Dance, at Memorial 
Auditorium.
Student and member of the organization, 
Rizwan Awwar, said the event was not even 
under consideration by Technical Director 
Lotito until they offered to fund the event 
with their own money.
“We resolved it by putting money in 
MSlFs pockets,” Awwal said, reporting that 
the club’s president, Vignesh Asokan, funded 
the event himself.
Lotito said that discussing any incident 
involving the theaters is “not part of the gen­
eral protocol,” and had no comment.
Another problem that occurred in 
Memorial Auditorium was when ASSIST, a 
charity organization on campus, wanted to
AJ Ingersoll I The Montclarion
The Alexander Kasser Theatre, which opened in Oct. 2004, 
has 500 seats and will have 132 performances this year.
mances, according to Wheeler.
“This is really the gem of the university,” 
Wheeler said about Kasser. The theater has 
brought a variety of performances to the 
campus, such as the Shanghai Quartet and a 
ballet for its opening performance featuring 
Mikhail Baryshnikov.
Fatima Decarvalho, the director of stu­
dent activities at MSU for the last four years, 
has noticed that since the addition of Kasser, 
“most student organizations don’t use it to 
hold events.”
“The challenge is that the space is pri­
marily for performing arts,” she said.
However, Decarvalho has noted that when 
a group books six months to a year in advance 
for an event at Memorial Auditorium, six 
months being a normal lead time, it is typi­
cally successful.
When student organizations send in appli­
cations for the theater, they are reviewed by 
Mark Torchia, general manager of ACP and 
Jean Lotito, Technical Director of Kasser 
Theater and Memorial Auditorium.
According to Wheeler, the only criteria 
they really look at in terms of requests is 
how the dates compare with either Kasser 
Theater or Memorial Auditorium’s schedule.
Whether or not Lotito accepts appli­
cations has “nothing to do with content,” 
Wheeler has said. Wheeler is also “unaware 
of difficulties” in the application process, as 
he has said that the lack of availability in 
Kasser is where students might rim into a 
problem.
The other large venue on campus is 
Memorial Auditorium, MSU’s original cam­
pus theater, which seats 988 people and 
features all types of performances, including 
lectures and multimedia presentations.
, The theater contains a stage and a bal­
cony, like Kasser, but acoustically is not as
AJ Ingersoll I The Montclarion 
Memorial Auditorium in Life Hall, which holds 938 occu­
pants, charges $2500 a day to rent out the theatre.
AJ Ingersoll I The Montclarion
Upcoming events being held at the Alexander Kasser Theatre 
include pianist Christopher O’Riley, the Shanghai Quartet, 4 
Virtuosi, Glenn Branca and Parade.
of ACP, over 
two months 
ago and is 
still awaiting 
a response to 
discuss pos­
sible improve­
m ents in  
regards to 
student pro­
g ra m m in g .
Torchia did 
not respond 
to e-mails or 
phone calls 
about this incident.
Wheeler has said that he was not informed 
of Romaniello’s e-mail to Torchia, but that he 
is currently working on “partnerships with 
other departments” for next year, such as 
math and science to “see what we Create 
together.”
Wheeler has declined to give much more 
detail than this about Fall 2006 events for 
the theater, which are still in the works.
“If they’re student-driven, Fd like to 
know more about them,” he said about book­
ing future events.
Romaniello’s understanding about Kasser 
is that “non-drama students can’t use it.”
Non-drama students are not the only ones 
feeling the effects of a new theater on cam­
pus. Dr. Jane Peterson, theater and dance 
chairperson, along with fellow faculty mem­
bers, is looking to expand the department’s 
role in Kasser as well.
The theater department has access to 
Kasser once a semester for a one week run 
of their show, but according to Peterson, they 
would like to increase performance runs by 
at least another week.
According to Wheeler, the theater depart­
down for 
this fee 
has not 
b e e n  
given by 
W heeler 
or any 
of the 
th ea ter  
d ep a rt­
m e n t’s 
faculty.
B esid es 
gen era l
problems involving theater majors, Players, 
the Class One organization that presents 
plays on campus, has had problems booking 
its shows.
“Players started out doing shows in Fox 
Theater and Memorial Auditorium until they 
got kicked out [18 years ago],” explained 
Jessica Lewin, theater major and member of 
the club.
Fox Theater finally opened its doors to 
Players again for the first time in 18 years in  
Dec. 2004 and let them hold a performance, 
“Twilight of the Golds”, at the theater. Lewin 
described the new theater as “more about 
getting the big bucks in than getting the 
education in.”
Wheeler has said that Kasser Theater is 
free of charge for students looking to rent 
it out, and that ACP also covers costs for 
school departments that use the theater.
The Academic Affairs department 
at MSU redirected budget questions to other 
faculty concerning what ACP pays to run a 
show at Kasser.
No one in the faculty was able to provide 
statistics concerning how much money the 
theater has taken in thus far.
hold a Cabaret Night there last year.
They put a request in November 2004 for 
a spring event, but could not get a response 
from Lotito.
The one time he had been reached, he 
simply said “no,” according to Nilam Kotadia, 
a member of the club. As a result, ASSIST 
was unable to hold the event at all. As for 
Kasser, the schedule for events in 2006-2007 
is already in preparation and will have been 
decided by Feb..
Kasser currently rents the stage out to 
the theatre, dance, and music departments 
as well as Dance works, an outside theater 
group,
Wheeler said that student events aren’t 
held in the theater simply because “students 
are not understanding the kind of work that 
can happen here.”
Class One Concerts and many other orga­
nizations continue to experience problems 
booking events, despite what has been said 
about availability.
Wilenta, the president of C1C, is looking 
to hold this year’s Montclairfest in Yogi Berra 
Stadium, which is independently owned.
She put the bid in for the stadium on the 
date of last year’s Montclairfest, April 30th 
2005, to make sure she w ill get it - if  the 
school w ill sponsor it.
“Due to past struggles, we are trying to 
have the 2006 fest off campus,”.Wilenta said, 
adding that the club is currently waiting to 
meet with somebody from the stadium to see 
if  they will receive sponsorship from MSU, as 
the stadium will be costly to rent out.
Although she has chosen to book her con­
cert outside of the school this time, she still 
believes that theaters on campus should be 
more easily accessible.
“If it was student fees that built it, stu­
dents should be able to use it,” Wilenta said.
NEWS ■■¡SrilRMijiM
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Christopher 0 ’ Riley, piano 
Music of Radiohead & Elliot Smith
Christopher O'Riley, a concert pianist who exhibits 
a genuine cool factor, plays works from his latest 
release, True Love Waits, featuring songs by Elliot 
Smith and the Grammy Award-winning British pop 
band Radiohead.
DATES AND TIMES:
January 27 at 7:30pm
PRICE:
NO CHARGE FOR MSU UNDERGRADS
THROUGH PERFORMING ARTS FEE
O’Riley does
Radiohead
^ ^  C t l l Q V O  [r j  M USIC®  M SU
Quartets
Shanghai Quartet
Hailed by The Strad as “a foursome 
of uncommon refinement and musical 
distinction,” Shanghai Quartet (also 
MSU artists-irr-residence) performs the 
remaining three concerts in the series of 
Beethoven's prodigious string quartets.
DATES AND TIMES:
January 29 at 3pm, 
February 5 & 26 at 3pm
PRICE:
NO CHARGE FOR MSU UNDERGRADS
THROUGH PERFORMING ARTS FEE
A
MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY
Montclair State University I Main Entrance, Normal Ave I Montclair, New Jersey
NEW JERSEY 
STATE COUNCIL 
ON THE ARTS
For tickets and to join our mailing list
can 973-655-5112
or visit us online at www.montdair.edu/kasser
Discounts for MSU staff, faculty, graduate students and alumni. Convenient parking located adjacent 
to the Kasser Theater. Direct train and bus service available weekdays.
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Host The Perfect Super Bowl Party
Buffalo Wings, Beer, And Monday Hangovers Are Signs Of A Good Super Bowl Party
Jessica Suico 
Feature Editor
The traditional Super Bowl Party is prob­
ably the least finicky and most laid back 
party you can host all year. So, there is no 
point in holding anything back! Go all out 
and serve everyone’s favorite high fat, finger­
licking snack foods. After all, your television 
is the focal point, not the food.
Thinking about the traditional party food 
for this event—chips, sour cream or other 
dips, chili, salsa, Buffalo wings and pizza 
from the delivery guy—makes you wonder 
whether these items are served because 
they’re easy to dish- up and eat while watch­
ing the game or because this has become the 
one event where Americans can eat their 
favorite foods without guilt. Men take the 
lead at this party, and their tastes have set 
the tone for the snacks as well as the enter­
tainment. This is the one time everyone can 
enjoy the foods they want to without letting 
diet ramifications or culinary trends hold 
them back.
Most people agree: Super Bowl parties 
are probably the top at-home party events 
of the year. Super Bowl parties have become 
more than a gathering of football fans. In 
fact, many people attending these parties 
look forword more to spending the time with 
friends than spending it watching the game.
Whether you are throwing a Super Bowl 
Party for the love of the game or just to host
a fun, low-key party, 
here are some tips for 
making this a super 
bash:
• Plan simple, con­
venient foods. A buf­
fet is your , only option 
because no one would 
come to a sit-down 
Super Bowl party 
when they could be 
screaming in front of 
the television.
• Set up as many 
televisions in the party 
area as possible.
• Don’t prepare reci­
pes that’ll keep you 
in the kitchen for 
the whole game.- You 
should enjoy the party 
too.
• Have a quiet space 
set aside for partygo- 
ers that aren’t inter­
ested in screaming in 
front of the television 
and would rather talk 
instead.
• likew ise, set up an additional space with 
a television for serious football fans that 
would rather not hear people talk during the 
game.
• Always have plenty of drinks and stay
The Super Bowl Party is probably the most laid back party of the year so don’t hold back on serving party 
favorites and always remember to have a good time with friends and football. Pass the beer and Buffalo wings 
around and watch some football!
extra stocked on beer. By half-time, most 
liquor stores would be closed and guests will 
be extremely unhappy.
« Don’t feel obligated to decorate, but if you 
feel compelled to, think team colors and jer­
seys. But don’t over do it. Most people will be 
glued to the television instead focusing on the
décor.
• Have lots of cleaning supplies handy for 
messes created during particularly exciting 
plays.
• Keep some cash and change handy for 
any small betting pools that might pop up 
over the course of the evening.
Clickers Make The Whole Class Heard
With A Push Of A Button, Being Singled Out In Class Has Become H istory
courtesy of abcnews.com
The “clicker”  makes it easy for total class participation-even the shy students who never share their 
thoughts with the class—without any student being singled out. And being able to use the same clicker 
for each class makes it cost efficient and a valuable teaching tool.
Mara Rose Williams 
KRT Campus
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - The question on 
the big white screen is a controversial one: 
Should a physician who assists a patient in 
suicide be convicted of murder?
Everyone in this freshman seminar class 
at the University of Missouri-Kansas City is 
expected to respond to the question - even the 
shy students who don’t want to share their 
positions with the class.
But there is no show of hands. Instead, 
students just push a button on handheld 
remote controls they call “clickers,” and their 
opinions are immediately and anonymously 
counted.
A green graph indicating the percentage 
for and against conviction pops up on the 
screen. Just as the teacher intended, a discus­
sion about those results ensues.
“I love this system,” said Andrea Gounev, 
director of academic advising for UMKC’s 
College of Arts & Sciences. Gounev teaches 
the freshman seminar for students with an 
interest in health care, and she began using 
the audience response system this school 
year.
“I can ask any controversial question, and 
students don’t have to be afraid to voice their 
opinion,” she said.
Audience response systems such as those 
at UMKC are being used in elementary, 
middle and high school classrooms.
But in the last five years, they also have 
become the hottest teaching tool in college 
lecture halls for giving quizzes, taking atten­
dance and encouraging classroom discussion.
Gounev’s husband, Todor K  Gounev, an
assistant professor of chem­
istry, was the first to try the 
system at UMKC two years 
ago. Now Gounev is plan­
ning a training session on the 
technology for other UMKC 
instructors.
All three campuses in the 
University of Missouri sys­
tem, the University of Kansas,
Kansas State University and 
Rockhurst University are 
among area institutions that 
use the technology.
The technology has gained 
so much popularity this year 
on Kansas and Missouri cam­
puses that schools are loading 
the software into their cam­
pus computer networks.
The idea is to make sure 
all professors use the same 
system so that students don’t 
have to buy or rent a different 
clicker for each class.
Each clicker costs $50 or 
more, but can be rented for 
about $15 for each class.
Several companies offer 
this technology, but Turning Technologies 
LLC of Youngstown, Ohio, and elnstruction 
Corp. of Denton, Texas, which makes the 
Classroom Performance System, are the ven­
dors used by most major area universities.
CPS is the • nation’s largest audience 
response provider to public schools, colleges 
and universities, according to officials at the 
McGraw-Hill Cos., a leading supplier of edu­
cational materials.
The CPS is being used in 50 states and
20 countries, with more than a million of the 
handheld gadgets in service.
“We had been working on this technology 
since the late ‘80s,” said Darren Ward, vice 
president of business development for eln­
struction.
The first users were public school teach­
ers nearly 10 years ago. Computers in every 
classroom at most schools and the availability 
of huge projection screens made the clicker 
technology a natural next step.
But in those first years, the clickers only
used infrared beams to activate answers.
Warren said that technology, which 
required a point-and-click motion, worked 
fine in a classroom of 10 to 20 students, but 
not in lecture halls with hundreds of stu­
dents.
In 2000, “we came out with a higher- 
performance radio frequency device that 
with the push of a button responds within 
seconds,” Warren said.
SEE ‘CLICKER’ ON P. 11
www.themontclarion.org
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Touchstone,
Jessica Suico 
Feature Editor
My friend recently told me that her boy­
friend broke up with her a short time ago. 
My first thought was that she would be 
devastated but instead she was absolutely 
elated. T ve been trying to get him to break 
up with me forever” she says while recount­
ing the last two voicemails he sent, one was 
extremely derogatory and hysterical and the 
other, apologetic and pathetic.
In the movie How to Lose a Guy in 10 
Days, Kate Hudson has the similar task of 
doing pretty much everything she can to get 
Matthew McConaughey to fall out of love
with her in record time—insane, we know, 
but that’s Hollywood for you. Both dem­
onstrated some outrageously scary female 
behavior to get rid of their men, however my 
friend was a bit saner than Kate Hudson’s 
character—but many women are probably 
guilty of committing similar heinous acts of 
freaking a guy out—without even meaning 
to. -
All of this begs the question: Why is it so 
tough to get rid of a guy that we don’t want, 
but it is so easy to lose a guy who we want 
to hang on to? Here are 20 things women 
do that are sure to get rid of a man. Just 
think of this as a wake-up call to change your 
behavior a bit and to hang on to the one you 
want.
courtesy of www.google.com
Jn How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days, Kate Hudson was a deliberate nightmare to Matthew 
McConaughey in order for him to fall out of love with her. Many women are quilty of com­
mitting similar acts to their partners without even noticing it.
courtesy of www.google.com
Being in love doesn’t essentially mean you have to be your partner’s stalker. Time does 
make the heart grow fonder, so back off and let him or her have some breathing room!
1,200 AO i ACCEPTED
ONLY THE DEST SORVIVE.
JAMES FRANCO TYRESE GIBSON JORDANA BREWSTER
j?G*T31RABBITS STRONGLY CAUTIONEDd» f
SomsWitafidMjygsInipproprim for Children Under 13 „ I 
SOME VIOLENCE, SEXUAL CONTENT AND LANGUAGE!
20. Let him know that every day is Judgment 
Day as far as the two of you are concerned, 
and that you’d rather be right than happy.
19. Never have your wallet on you.
18. Don’t let him miss you, i.e. spend every 
blessed moment with him, near him, on him, 
under him, even over him—especially on 
those blessed days when you feel bloated and 
paranoid.
17. Tell him oral sex makes you gag. Except 
whéh he does it.
16. Giggle at his early receding hairline.
15. Nag. Nag. Nag.
14. Is he feeling a tad overwhelmed by the 
serious turn your affair is taking? Surprise 
him with loads of sentimental and suggestive 
gifts for no reason.
13. Do you own a pair of baggy maroon mom 
sweatpants? Wear them every time you’re 
with him.
12. Criticize his mother.
11. Always cry after sex.
10. Fixate on the future. Focus on him taking 
you to the Tavern on the Green for Valentine’s 
Day. Then share your childhood fantasy of 
owning a little blue house with a white picket 
fence, 2.5 kids and a golden retriever too.
9. Be the first woman in recorded history to 
actually admit exactly how many men you’ve 
hooked up with.
8. Never wear high heels, especially if he 
loves it when girls wear them.
7. As him once a week, “So where do we 
stand?”
6, If you prefer a more dramatic scrotum- 
tightener, ask, “So where do we stand as a 
coupleT
5. You know you shouldn’t call him too much, 
so say to yourself “Fm an adult. He’s techni­
cally an adult. I refuse to play stupid games.” 
nad call him repeatedly anyway.
4. If he doesn’t call back, e-mail him. If he 
doesn’t return your e-mail, text him a funny 
little joke. If he still doesn’t call, drop by his 
job, if he has one, and surprise him with a 
“cute” card. If he’s not at his job, go to his 
home, wait for him at his front door and, 
when he arrives, tell him he can do anything 
he wants to you.
3. Ask him to wax off all of his body hair 
2. Beg him to read your journal.
1. Always end arguments by turning some 
deeply private secret he’s confided in you 
against him. Then add, “Screw you, you slob­
bering idiot!”
Honorable Mention: In the spirit o f the movie, 
name his “member” something so unm anly  
he’ll never get it up.
NTE
YSITT
For 2 well-behaved children. 
Good pay.
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(TOLL FREE)
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS
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H ow  To L o s e  A  G u y  In 20  W a y s
Get Rid Of The One You Hate And Change To Hang On To The One You Like
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The Center for Academic Development and Assessment (CADA)
Grad Tutors Needed
Economics, Quantitative Methods, Spanish, itaiian.
Statistics, Finance, Accounting and Writing
Requirements:
• Bachelor’s degree or higher 
• Expertise in the subject area wishing to tutor 
• GPA 3.00 or higher 
• Teaching/tutoring experience is a pius
CALL NOW!
w w w .m o n td a k & d u fp a Q e s /c a d a f
Dear J  and J,
I ’ve ju st recently started going out with this guy, and things were great at first, but now I ’m beginning 
to see we don’t have anything in common.■ I ’m not sure what to do about this now. Does this mean we 
are incompatible?
Jose Ortiz 
Managing Editor
I don’t think that compatibility necessar­
ily means that you have things in common 
with a person. While opposites don’t always 
attract, each member of a relationship should 
bring their own individuality to the table.
Having things in common makes 
decisions in the relationship easier. If 
y<?u like the same things, there is no 
arguing over what to watch or what 
to do on the weekend. If you don’t have 
the same favorite sitcoms however, 
compromise is always an option.
You said that things were great 
and you are now 
seeing that 
you aren’t 
n e c e s ­
s a r i l y  
into, the 
same things.
Instead of 
embracing 
this differ­
ence and 
trying to 
find a way
bridge the gap you 
are simply rejecting it 
and using it as an excuse 
to contemplate the prob­
lems in your relation­
ship.
Imagine the 
monotony of being with 
someone who likes every­
thing that you like, and does everything that 
you do. Where is the'intrigue? What can you 
learn from someone like that? All it’s 
going to lead to is another problem of intense 
boredom.
Differences are what make us unique, 
special and attractive. Without them, how 
can there be any growth in the relationship?
Coming to a compromise that both 
of you can live with can be 
rewarding in a way that is 
much better than constant
concurrence.
Having no things in com­
mon can come from a number 
of different circumstances and 
situations. You could have dif­
ferent backgrounds, different 
schooling or only different 
experiences that have shaped 
who you are. This is no 
reason to discriminate. 
Seeing something from 
another point of view can 
only expand your horizons, 
make you a more com- 
and open-minded person . 
Don’t get me wrong, if 
into killing animals 
street, and you are cam­
paigning to become a member of
Green Peace, it probably won’t work Aside 
from some super extreme differences how­
ever, not having things in common does not 
mean that you are incompatible. If anything, 
it means that you two have a lot to learn and 
to gain from each other. This is something 
that is missing in a lot of relationships; you 
should be embracing it, not running away.
Jessica Sproviero 
Assistant Graphics Editor
Differences aren’t necessarily a bad thing; 
They can actually strengthen your relation­
ship. Dating a carbon copy of yourself 
isn’t  only narcissistic, it’s bor­
ing. Who wants to predict 
their partner’s every move?
Things are always great 
at first. Your partner could 
do no wrong. But over time 
every relationship starts 
to lose its magic. The rea 
issue is whether your feel­
ings towards these differ­
ences are irritation, or 
fear. If they actually 
bother you, the magic 
is gone and it’s probably 
better that you move 
It was fun while it 
lasted. Worries, on 
the other hand, can 
be worked through.
With few common 
interests, it’s easy 
to feel that your 
mate will grow 
apart from you.
If you really 
want to keep 
r e l a t i o n -
it’s important to try and
relate to them. One can’t forget their 
partner may be feeling the same way.
Compromise is the key to every rela­
tionship. If you aren’t into his hobbies and 
vice versa, you can find new ways to bond. 
The important thing is to get out there and 
try new activities. You could try dividing up 
the dates and having him plan half. If you’re 
not receptive to his needs, he may leave. Do 
not forget to draw the line before you lose 
your identity.
If neither of you are willing to work on 
your problems, arguments will ensue and
you will both start dis­
tancing yourselves from 
each other. So what if 
you have opposing views 
of music? Are trivial 
matters really worth the 
frustration and heart­
ache that comes 
along with them?
Let minor 
issues slide; 
everyone is 
entitled to 
their own 
opinions. If 
you let 
e v e  r y 
q u i r k  
your com- 
p a n i o n 
has per- 
t u r b , 
y o u
if  s not worth it. Chances 
are that you will probably 
end up either very lonely or in a relation­
ship offering you nothing if you don’t 
leam  to accept people for who they are 
early on.
However, it’s hard to believe that 
you don’t have anything in common. 
What kind of pizza toppings does he 
like? If you two were totally incom­
patible chances are you wouldn’t 
have progressed past a one-night 
stand. Just because you have different 
habits does not mean that you are incom­
patible. As the old saying goes, ‘opposites- 
attract.’ Work on it if he really matters to 
you. I f  s up to you to décide how much time 
and effort you are willing to put into your 
guy.
You’re still probably in the early stages of 
the relationship. It is unlikely that you know 
everything about each other already. Give 
things time; You don’t have to work on all of 
your problems at the same time. Start slow - . 
see where things go on their own
If you have any questions you would 
like answered by our team of sex and 
relationship experts, send an e-mail to 
MSUFeature@gmail.com with “He Said 
She Said” in the subject line
www.themontclarion.org
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Five Words That’ll Get You Motivated
These Individuals Showed That They Were Unstoppable, And Now So Can You
Rob Gilbert, Ph.D
Department o f Exercise Science and Physical 
Education
Imagine how successful you could become 
if you were unstoppable. If you become 
unstoppable in sports, you’ll be unbeatable. 
If you become unstoppable in business, you’ll 
be rich. If you become unstoppable in school, 
you’ll graduate summa cum laude.
Being “unstoppable” means that no mat­
ter what bad things happen to you—you 
bounce back. You persist. You never give up.
Did you ever tell someone your hopes and 
dreams and they laughed at you? Maybe 
when you told them about a future success, 
they said, “You’ll never do that.” They might 
have said, “You’ll never graduate from col­
lege” or “You’ll never be an actor” or “You’re 
not smart enough to get into law school.”
When you heard their words you felt 
humiliated. But deep inside you, there was a 
little voice that responded. When they said, 
“You can’t do it” this little voice said, “Watch 
me!”
The five words that will motivate you to 
become unstoppable are: “Fm going to show 
you.”
Story #1. She was a senior in high school 
and her dream was to become an actor. She 
auditioned for the senior play hoping to get 
the lead. She didn’t get any role at all. Then 
she said, “I’m going to show you.” They’re all 
watching her now because her name is Sissy 
Spacek.
Story #2. He was so unpopular in high school
phone and told the audience 
their plans for the future. 
A boy said he was going 
to work on his dad’s farm. 
Applause. A girl said that 
she was going to attend 
the local community col­
lege. Applause. Another girl 
said that she was going to 
Nashville to become a coun­
try music star. Her parents 
applauded, but most of the 
others laughed. Every time 
she felt like quitting, she 
remembered that taunt­
ing laughter and said,.“I’m 
going to show you.” They’re 
all applauding her now 
because her name is Dolly 
Parton.
courtesy of www.google.com
These famous celebrities said “ I’m going to show 
you” and showed everyone that they could fulfill their 
dreams and prove them wrong.
that most of the other students didn’t 
even know who he was. He said, “I’m 
going to show you.” They’re all listen­
ing to him now because his name is 
Bruce Springsteen.
I  am not judged by the 
number o f tim es I  fail, but 
by the number o f times I  
succeed. And the number o f 
times I  succeed is in direct 
proportion to the number o f 
tim es I  can fail and keep trying.
—Tom Hopkins, Sales Trainer and Author
Story #3. At a small high school in 
Tennessee, the graduation ritual was 
that right after the students got their 
diplomas, they went to the micro-
I f  you really want to win, call Dr. Gilbert’s 
Success Hotline a t (973) 743-4690. Three- 
m inute recorded motivational messages are 
available 24/7/365. New messages every 
morning at 7:30.
m
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for more informato, cafl the National Mentì Health Association at 1.800.969.NMHA (8642)
Talk to your doctor. Effective treatment is available.
CLICKER
CONTINUED FROM R  8
That advancement made the technology 
more appealing to colleges and universities, 
so use there exploded. CPS had only three 
colleges using the clickers in 2002; now 800 
higher education institutions are clients.
“The hardware is minimal,” said Susan 
Zvacek, KlFs director of instructional devel­
opment and support. Teachers don’t  even 
need to carry a laptop computer. .
“All our large lecture halls have been 
equipped with a receiver, and the software 
has been loaded on the computer there. So 
all the teacher has to do is show up, sign in 
and they’re ready to go. Students just have 
to bring their transmitters.”
The clicker weighs a few ounces and 
resembles,the keypad of a TV remote con­
trol, Zvacek said.
“Except the classroom clicker probably 
’ has fewer buttons,” she said.
“The goal is for students to be more 
involved.”
It works. With the clicker, students can­
not hide in the back of a large lecture hall. 
All students have a number, and eveiy time 
they respond to a question, their numbers 
are registered and stored for the professor to 
view later.
The professor can determine how many 
students didn’t understand the lecture and 
then, if needed, review the material again in 
another class period.
Zvacek said that one of the beauties of 
the clicker system is that you don’t have 
to expose a student’s ignorance. When a 
teacher asks who doesn’t understand, few 
students will raise their hands to admit they 
don’t know something, she said.
“With this, you can go back and look at 
the responses to questions and see who
doesn’t know what and you don’t have to wait 
until the student does poorly on an exam.” 
Today’s students, who are used to every­
thing being a click or button push away, have 
adapted quickly to the new gadget. * 
Jennifer Walden, an 18-year-old UMKC 
freshman from St. Louis, paid $60 to use the 
clicker through college. She uses it in three 
classes.
“It beats pen and paper,” Walden said, 
dropping her clicker in her backpack and zip­
ping it shut. “It makes you pay more attention 
because participation is part of your grade.” 
At Rockhurst University, associate profes­
sor Brian McKieman is using the technology 
this year in the physical therapy education 
department. He became interested after a 
professor at the University of Notre Dame in 
Indiana introduced Rockhurst instructors to 
the technology at a training session in 2004.’ 
“The response system is a hot topic among 
the faculty, and I know that many others are 
considering using it,” McKieman said.
. Teachers have found a variety of ways to 
use the system. McKieman, however, said he 
won’t give major tests using CPS. The gadget 
could malfunction, and the teacher would 
have to wait until every student responded 
to each question before moving on to the next 
one.
“R*would just take too long,” McKieman 
said.
Still, McKieman expects many more teach­
ers on his campus to begin using the system  
by next year.
“It is a real exciting way to generate class 
interaction and class participation,” he said. 
“The students like it because it is a novelty, 
and it breaks up the class from being just a 
traditional lecture.”
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Spielberg Wins Again With M un ich
Palestinian Biopic Transcends The Thriller Genre
Ben Faresich 
Staff Writer
M unich
■  Dir Steven Spielberg 
Sid!I ng f'*  Bjim  r id
■  l)a"ii I Craig
★  ★ ★ ★
With Munich, Steven Spielberg brings 
us another one of his historically-themed 
films. The movie is based on the book, 
Vengeance: The True Story o f an Israeli 
Counter-Terrorist Team, by journalist and 
author, George Jonas.
As with most historical films, it mingles 
fact with fiction in order to make it more 
entertaining, but it manages to do so without 
feeling like it was a stretch.
M unich tells the story of the Israeli 
response to the 1972 kidnapping of Israeli 
Olympic athletes by the Palestinian terrorist 
group, Black September. In an effort to show 
the world that they are not to he pushed 
around, the Israeli government stages a 
revenge mission to assassinate the men that 
they believe responsible for the hostage situ­
ation at the Munich Olympics.
Eric Bana (Black Hawk Down, Troy) 
plays Avner, a member of the Israeli intel­
ligence called Mossad. He is chosen by Prime 
Minister Golda Meir (Lynn Cohen) to lead a 
small team of operatives in this top secret 
mission. He only knows that his mission will 
take him away from his homeland and family 
and that it w ill be extremely dangerous, but
Avner (Eric Bana) must risk a possible future with his wife and newborn infant to lead 
a small team of operatives conducting a top secret mission in Munich.
he accepts.
After meeting his team of four, Avner’s 
hunt begins. The five men begin to track down 
a list of eleven names of Palestinians believed 
to be attached in some way to the Black 
September attack.
Naturally, the deeper they get, the more 
dangerous things become. Avner and his men 
soon find out that there is more going on behind 
the scenes than they may have thought. They 
realize that no one, and nowhere, is safe.
This is an extremely well put-together 
film. I kept thinking that, at any minute, this 
movie could degenerate into a bad Mission: 
Impossible type of travesty. Rather than go
the mindless action route, Spielberg 
has crafted a suspenseful, post-noir 
political thriller. The story is tight and 
engaging and rarely stumbles. There 
are certain scenes that seem a little 
bit too contrived, such as the scene 
where a furniture truck just happens 
to move into Avner’s crew’s line of sight 
at a particular moment and then leaves 
immediately after.
However, there aren’t too many 
similar occurrences and the ones that 
exist are easy enough to overlook. For
SEE ‘MUNICH’ ON P. 15
Look At The Land of Shattered Dreams
Raunchy Comedy Takes Center Stage A t MSU
Hannah Rolfe 
Staff Writer
Land o f  Dream s
Dir. Chari« Monitor» 
Starring' Timothy Doyle
★  ★ ★
I didn’t know what to expect of Land o f 
Dreams: A  Vaudeville Requiem. If I had 
expected good, clean American fun in the 
performance, I would have been out of luck. 
Instead, I saw what Americans really enjoy- 
raunchy, slap-stick humor.
However, unlike “classics”, like American 
Pie and Not Another Teen Movie, the dark 
comedy of Land o f Dreams, directed and 
choreographed by Charles Moulton, simul­
taneously embraced and satirized American 
culture.
Upon entering the theater, the stage 
looked vastly different than any other perfor­
mance at the Kasser. Rather than the usual 
stage curtains, which cover the wings and 
the far back wall of the stage, the in n a rd s of 
the stage stared back at the audience.
Normally considered taboo for m ining 
the “magic” of theater, the absence of cover­
ings proved to be a fascinating divergence 
from the norm.
Lines, created by scenic designer Mimi 
Lien, running from the front apron of the 
stage and converging at the far upstage 
right, looked reminiscent of the yellow-brick. 
To match the industrial look of the gutted 
stage, a rustic sign with flashing lights
courtesy of montclalr.edu
In Charles Moulton’s Land o f Dreams: A Vaudeville Requiem, the lost of art of vaude­
ville is resuurected to great comic and dramatic effect.
that read “Land of Dreams” with the “A” in 
“dreams” askew was the f in ish in g  touch.
Inspired by the Thornton Wilder one-act 
play Pullman Car Hiawatha, Land o f Dreams 
follows the characters in a Vaudeville variety 
act aboard a train that travels from New York 
to Chicago in the early twentieth century.
Like the variety shows that inspired the 
production, the performers incorporated 
dance, seriocomic theater and raunchy sexual 
humor, which included dry humping and fake 
masturbation with balloon phalluses.
The lascivious humor, though initially 
shocking, formed an important thematic and 
metaphorical component of the performance. 
The characters, wound up in their perfor­
mances and bawdy conduct, recognized the 
changes in the world around them.
The swift forces of industrialization, radi-
os, and airplanes subtly accents the 
conversations of the characters, oblivi­
ous to the implications that it will have 
on their livelihood.
In the end, the stage manager of the 
tour, played by actor Timothy Doyle, 
mourns the loss of his career to the 
popularity of radio shows and televi­
sion.
The stage manager releases his 
anger toward his ex-coworker in the 
vaudeville circuit who sold out and left 
the tour. He yelled, “You fucked me 
in the ass!” Of course, he means this 
figuratively, but the bawdy dry hump­
ing from the beginning of the produc­
tion seemed much less laughable than
SEE 'LAND OF DREAMS’ ON P. 16
mtvU Says 
WMSC 90.3 
Is A Station 
To Look Out 
For
courtesy ofwmscradio.com
Peter Schaus
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor
To further secure its place in the cul­
tural lexicon, mtvU, the college-based 
subdivision of the MTV conglomerate, 
has announced that it w ill spotlight 
three college radio stations on a month­
ly basis.
Along with The College of New 
Jersey and Rutgers, Montclair State 
University holds the privilege of being 
one of the very first college radio sta­
tions that mtvU thinks you should keep 
your eyes open for.
“WMSC is an outstanding radio sta­
tion”, says the head of production for 
mtvU College Radio, “[mtvU] is really 
looking for radio stations that take 
risks with new music and emerging 
artists because, after all, college stu­
dents are profiteering the future of 
new music. So often our champions 
are of artists that no one’s ever heard 
of before, and that seems to be a core 
strength of Montclair’s radio station”.
WMSC on-air correspondent Julian 
Dennis agrees with the notion that 
the station’s strength comes from its 
tendency to look outside the box. “One 
of the things I love about this sta­
tion .is that they’re not too focused on 
mainstream music, and tend to expose 
people to music that they wouldn’t nor­
mally listen to or hear.”
Dennis went on to tell an anec­
dote about an MSU janitor with a 
demo album who was awarded his first 
on-air exposure through the help of 
WMSC. Some under-the-radar bands 
that have been given a home at WMSC 
include Broken Social Scene, My 
Morning Jacket, Go! Team, Thrice, and 
Gorillaz.
Despite the recent attention focused 
toward the progressive quality of 
WMSC, campus DJs are humble about 
their mass exposure to their passion, 
and the quality of the station is always 
placed first.
When asked about her time at 
WMSC, Frances Carrigan, co-host of 
“Destroyers of the Status Quo”, says 
“It’s wonderful. I enjoy it. I’ve gotten to 
meet a lot of really interesting people 
here.”
• Look for WMSC on mtvU and 
streaming live all this month on mtvU. 
com/music/radio/. You can also tune 
your radios to 90.3 FM or check out 
WMSC on the web at http://wmscradio. 
com.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
A Surefire Hit About A Surefire Flop
The Record Breaking Musical Phenomenon Dances To The Screen
The Producers
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musical numbers, but there are other things 
that w ill stand out for those familiar with 
Brooks’ original.
It is obvious from the start that this 
is an adaptation of a stage musical. At 
times I think the movie suffers a bit from 
the Broadway-style direction of Stroman. It 
sometimes seems that what you’re seeing on 
screen might work better on the stage than it 
does in the movie.
Ben Faresich 
Staff Writer For example, Leo Bloom freaks out on 
Bialystock in the beginning. It’s the kind 
of over-the-top scene that you don’t often 
see in the movies anymore, but has sur­
vived on stage. In fact, the entire first scene 
seems to drag, and the musical number with 
Bialystock trying to coax Bloom into the 
scheme just seemed like it could have been 
better adapted to film.
It gets better. The following scene with 
Bloom returning to his office was very well 
done, and the movie gets easier to settle 
into with a bit of time. There are a few 
more bumps before the end, particularly the 
lengthy scene with Bialystock in jail, but 
there are enough laughs and a strong enough 
cast to keep you interested.
I’ve been a longtime fan of the original 
movie, and I’ve had the tendency to roll my 
eyes lately whenever I see that a remake is 
being released. It seemed that after the huge 
success of the musical, this was just another 
way to cash in. But the 2005 version also 
has its own charm and it gives audiences the 
chance to see it with its original cast.
The Producers is a funny, enjoyable movie, 
that brings back some of the style of the clas­
sic movie musical. However, unless you’re 
already a fan of Mel Brooks, or you’re already 
accustomed to or interested in musicals, you 
may want to think twice about going to see 
this.
courtesy of clnema.com
Director Roger De Bris (Gary Beach) and his “common-law assistant” Carmen Ghia (Roger 
Bart) tell Bialystock and Bloom that the recipe for musical success is to “ keep it gay”.
Lately it seems as though remakes and 
multimedia adaptations rule Hollywood. 
They’ll take anything from foreign hits to 
PC games and try to fashion it into a reason­
able Hollywood feature film version. With 
The Producers, we have both a remake and 
an adaptation. The twist is that it’s written 
by Mel Brooks (Spaceballs, Blazing Saddles), : 
the same man who wrote and directed the 
original.
In 1968, The Producers was Brooks’ direc­
torial debut. It was a very funny movie that 
paved the way for him to make some of the 
f unniest, movies of the 1970s. The ‘80s and 
‘90s saw a bit less of his talent, but in 2001, 
Brooks adapted his film into a hit musical.
It was such a success that Brooks decided 
to come full-circle and re-adapt his musical 
into a movie again. This time he left the 
directorial duties to Susan Stroman, who 
directed the musical on Broadway. The result 
is very entertaining, even if it feels like some­
thing you may have seen before.
For those unfamiliar with any version of 
The Producers, the story is about a sleazy 
Broadway producer named Max Bialystock 
(Nathan Lane). Bialystock hasn’t had a hit 
in some time and, as his accountant Leo 
Bloom (Matthew Broderick) points out, he’s 
been skimming a little bit off the top from 
his investors. Bloom then realizes that, in 
theory, a producer could make more money
courtesy of cinema.com
Max Bialystock (Nathan Lane) observes the finer aspects of secretarial candidate Ulla 
(Uma Thurman) during a routine job interview that involves a song and dance number..
from a colossal flop than from a hit.
Naive and innocent, Bloom may have been 
merely th ink ing  aloud, but Bialystock takes 
this as a stroke of genius. He eventually con­
vinces the reluctant accountant to aid him in 
the scam. The two then embark on a mission 
to bring together the absolute worst play that 
they can.
At the same time, Bialystock w ill visit 
his backers: lonely, elderly women whom 
Bialystock must offer him self to, in order to 
raise two million dollars. Everything seems 
to be going so right, but naturally, things go 
wrong.
Nathan Lane (The Birdcage, Mousehunt) 
is absolutely perfect as Max Bialystock. Will 
Ferrell (Elf, Old School), who just recently 
started growing on me, was a brilliant cast­
ing choice to play Nazi playwright, Franz 
Liebkind. Then there is Uma Thurman (Pulp 
Fiction, Be Cool), as beautiful as ever, playing 
the Swedish actress/receptionist, Ulla. While 
it’s hard to say anything negative about any­
one in the cast, something wasn’t sitting right 
with me about Matthew Broderick (Ferris 
Bueller’s Day Off, Election). He wasn’t bad, 
but it felt as if  he was acting for the stage 
rather than for the screen. But that’s some­
thing I felt about much of the film.
While the basic story hasn’t drastically 
changed from its 1968 predecessor, there are 
some very noticeable differences. The biggest 
difference is probably the addition of the
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Animal Crossing: Wild World Comes Back For More
Jessica Sproviero 
Assistant Graphics Editor
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Nintendo’s A nim al Crossing: Wild World 
has renewed my faith that they will once 
again corner the hand-held gaming market. 
Released only last month, more than 1 mil­
lion units have been sold. While the holidays 
obviously had something to do with the sales, 
the anticipated sequel arrived just in time to 
quench gamers starved for fully functional 
games. AC:WW  is not a hand-held version of 
its predecessor, but a fully functional sequel.
In AC:WW, your character faces the trials 
and tribulations of everyday life: a mortgage, 
nosey neighbors, and, of course, fishing. Okay, 
maybe life isn’t so tough, but it builds char­
acter waiting hours to catch a specific fish. 
The activities are in no way limited to fish­
ing; Archaeology (Paleontology, which is as 
it was inappropriately named), Entomology, 
and simple shell collecting are great ways 
to earn cash and improve your status in life. 
You can even shake trees riddled with money 
daily but, of course, also with bees hellbent 
on attacking your face.
It’s the game that keeps playing, even if  
you need to. sleep. It may be a little unnerv­
ing to play a game that doesn’t need you, but 
you get used to it. Everything is real time, 
so expect seasons to change and holidays to 
be recognized. Nintendo may have thought 
about almost every possible occurrence.
Don’t try to outwit it by shutting the game 
off after you screw up, by the way. Nintendo 
thought of that ahead of time and you will be 
scolded. The next time you start up, expect 
berating to last for about 10 minutes.
Your neighbors are quirky at the very 
least. Some of them will develop relation­
ships while others move away to other towns. 
You still get letters from them though- Over 
time, you can actually change the way they 
speak. They all have their catch-phrases, but 
they give you the opportunity to customize. 
There is actually a built-in guard that pre­
vents you from teaching them most swears, 
so there are a few limitations.
I’m disappointed that your character is 
still a human. The hairstyles one starts out 
with are aw ful Not until much later in the 
game can you change that, unless you invest 
in a hat. However, the rest of the game is sim­
ply beautiful with random weather effects, 
seasons, and a full range of day and night. 
There are plenty of other things to take your 
mind off those pink ponytails.
If you haven’t played the original Animal 
Crossing, don’t worry. AC:WW improves on
many of the flaws present on the Game Cube 
edition. Multiplayer has finally been incor­
porated, but not on the fundamental level as 
one has come to expect with prior releases. 
AC:WW  goes for the gusto and brings in 
WiFi capabilities allowing users to visit other 
towns wirelessly through internet connec­
tions. WiFi also allows players to access 
events not in the original cartridge.
Anim al Crossing Wild World is the rea­
son I finally invested in a DS (and a box of 
spare styluses). Portability makes this ver­
sion all the more addictive. This is one of the 
first games embodying the possibilities of the 
system leaving me impatient for the upcom­
ing quarters.
feaggaest«B®
Platform:DS Genre: Simulator Publisher: Nintendo US Release Date: 12.05.05 Current Price: $34.99
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DONORS OF ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETW EEN 
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AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD 
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.
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The Real Horrors of Traveling Abroad
Three Students Learn That Every Vacation Has A Cost In Hostel
Ben Faresich 
Staff Writer
When it comes to horror movies, some­
times you’ll see words and phrases sur­
rounding them such as gratuitous and lowest 
common denominator. Well, Eli Roth seems 
to embrace both as compliments, as well he 
should. Those phrases often go hand-in-hand 
with the horror genre, and it’s not always 
a bad thing, as long as there’s something 
behind the shock and gore. Roth’s second 
and most recent feature film, Hostel, gives 
its audience some things to think about along 
with its onslaught of sex and violence.
Hostel follows the journey of three guys 
who are backpacking across Europe. Paxton 
(Jay Hernandez) and Josh (Derek Richardson) 
are college students looking to party and 
explore the European continent (particularly 
its female contingent), with their Icelandic 
tag-along, Oli (Eythor Gudjonsson).
Their adventure comes to an abrupt 
end once they reach the lightly traveled 
Slovakian capital city of Bratislava. They 
go there on a tip from Alexei (Lubomir 
Shillhavecky), a Russian that they met at a 
hostel in Amsterdam!
According to Alexei, Bratislava is new to 
democracy and ripe for the taking for young
Americans looking to party with beautiful 
women.
The proposition is too much for the three 
to resist and they take residence in a hostel
“[Hostel] doesn’t deal 
simply with murder, but 
torture, and it’s hard 
not to feel a certain 
degree of empathy for the 
characters
that appears to be the 20-something male’s 
equivalent to Willy Wonka’s chocolate fac­
tory. The women are plentiful, beautiful 
and more than comfortable with their own 
nudity. But as with many things in life, when 
something looks too good to be true, it often 
is. Behind this paradise lies a sinister orga­
nization that, for a fee, helps some twisted, 
rich people carry out some fantasies of their 
own, at the expense of unfortunate travelers 
and the forgotten.
Eli Roth made his first mark on the hor­
ror genre with his film  Cabin Fever. I wasn’t 
crazy about that movie, but he’s actually 
matured a bit with Hostel. By matured, I 
don’t mean that this is an adult-oriented 
film. It isn’t. In faet, the first half plays out 
almost like a slightly toned-down version of 
Eurotrip or something similar.
Fortunately, it’s entertaining enough to 
keep your attention, even if  that’s not exactly 
what you came to see, and the glimpses of
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The desires of Paxton (Jay Hernandez), Josh (Derek Richardson), and Oli (Eythor 
Gudjonsson) quickly turn to fear when they realize the reality that awaits them in Hostel.
what lies ahead keep your curiosity piqued. 
As things begin to unravel, one character 
has a bit of a Scooby Doo revelation that 
things aren’t quite right here. The movie 
then plunges into its ultra-violent climax and 
resolution.
It’s kind of interesting how the two halves 
of the movie develop. The first half has some 
humor and a lot of sexuality and nudity, with 
a few hints of what’s to come. In the second 
half, the violence rivals the sex from the 
first. Both the sex and violence are over the 
top and in a sense, need to be that way. At 
first, I thought that the gratuitous nudity 
was almost too much; then realized that it
does serve a purpose in emphasizing this 
overly opportune situation that the boys find 
themselves in. Once the façade is removed, 
things look a lot different, both for them and 
the viewer.
Fans of Japanese director, Takashi Miike 
may notice a cameo by the auteur, as well as 
his influence on Roth’s work. This film tends 
to follow a structure that’s somewhat similar 
to Miike’s Audition, and the influence of 
Asian horror is difficult for fans of the genre 
not to notice. Roth manages to take those 
influences and, while possibly borrowing
SEE ‘HOSTEL’ ON P. 15
MUNICH
CONTINUED FROM R 1 2
the most part, the movie manages to incor­
porate the good aspects of espionage thrillers 
without becoming overly cheesy or clichéd.
Cinematographer Janusz Kaminski 
(Saving Private Ryan, M inority Report) 
does a superb job again. Munich boasts some 
beautiful location footage from eight differ­
ent countries.
Also, the use of color and photography 
adds a particular tone that helps the viewer 
associate with the time period of the events. 
There are some scenes that follow that seem  
to pay homage to the old film  noir classics, 
complete with femme fatale and a rainy, 
shadowy, late-night stalk through the streets 
of London.
What could have easily broken this movie 
is the acting. I was worried that Eric Bana 
would not be able to carry this movie, but 
he is excellent, as are his supporting cast. 
Ciaran Hinds (Rome) and Daniel Craig 
(Layer Cake) stand out as the would-be voice 
of reason and the tough, overzealous fanatic, 
respectively. Geoffrey Rush (Shine, Quills) is 
good, as usual, as Ephraim, Avner’s Israeli 
government contact.
Newcomer to the American screen, 
Mathieu Almaric (Rois e t Reine) is excellent 
as Louis, Avner’s dubious French contact. In 
fact, one would be hard-pressed to find a bad 
performance among the cast.
With any movie based on such controver­
sial subject matter, there is liable to be a cer­
tain degree of bias on the part of the viewer. 
This is definitely something to be wary of 
with Munich. This is a film that you really 
need to go into with an open mind. The story 
is told from the Israeli perspective, but both 
points of view are explored to some degree.
The movie is not asking you to judge, it’s 
asking you to think. It ends up coming off 
as more of a commentary on violence in gen­
eral, as well as the way that violence begets 
violence. Your best bet in order to completely 
take in Munich is try to follow Louis’s way 
and forget about governments.
Just allow yourself to become engrossed 
in this suspenseful story. Later, if  you like, 
let yourself process the information and 
make your own judgments. Just don’t let 
politics ruin your enjoyment of a truly great 
film.
courtesy of outnow.ch
Steven Spielberg's Munich explores the violent repercussions of the slaughter of eight 
Israeli athletes by Palestinian terrorists during the 1972 Munich Olympic ceremonies.
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More than the one-on-one betrayalbetween 
performers, a major point of the show, Land 
o f Dreams recognizes that American society 
“fucked” over Vaudeville and the art of live 
entertainment. In his somewhat over-dra­
matic monologue, the stage manager mourns 
more than his career, but also the loss of the 
magic of a live performance, which radio and 
television simply cannot recreate.
The live entertainment, which exists 
today at the local, regional levels and on 
Broadway ( The Daughter o f Vaudeville), now 
carries a big, expensive price tag.
Even the name of the train car, Pullman 
Car Hiawatha, references another figura­
tive rape of culture. The name comes from 
Hiawatha, the 16th century Onondaga lead­
er part of the Native American culture which 
Europeans destroyed through both displace­
ment and disease.
These depressing examples of social 
destruction did not sober the audience for too 
long. As the grand finale, a giant, air-filled, 
red-and-white-striped penis with white stars 
patriotically covering blue balls floated onto 
the stage. The length and girth of the phal­
lus expanded like manifest destiny to fill the 
stage.
Overall, Land o f Dreams: A  Vaudeville 
Requiem  paid homage to the lost American 
art form, as any requiem should. Moulton’s 
choreography and interpretation of Pullman 
Car Hiawatha enlightened the audience to 
the passion and pain of performers and 
changes of American society.
But the experimental theater production 
pieced the story together in a somewhat con­
fusing manner, which left me,’ a somewhat- 
educated college freshman, confused through 
the majority of the production.
here and there, he molds them into some­
thing a little different.
On the other hand, there are a few aspects 
of the film that I didn’t like. One example is 
the gang of children, who seem to serve no 
purpose other than as a device to be con­
veniently used later in the film. Well, that 
and they’re pretty funny. But for the most 
part, Roth manages to avoid using too many 
blatant clichés and crossing over the line into 
the completely unbelievable. In fact, he does 
a nice job of using our expectations against 
us in a couple of scenes, which I appreciated.
But one of the best things about Hostel 
is that it seems to make you wonder how 
you would respond in a similar situation. It 
doesn’t deal simply with murder, but torture, 
and it’s hard pot to feel a certain degree of 
empathy for the characters.
If you enjoy digging into characters’ 
psyches and exploring their reactions and 
motivations, then this can be a fun movie. If 
that’s not your thing and you’re desensitized 
to gore, then this movie may not be offering 
you anything new. If you’re not accustomed 
to gore or to psychological horror, then this 
may be a good introduction to some of what’s 
out there for your consumption.
Now, I’ve made this disclaimer before 
when reviewing this kind of film, but I’ll do 
it again: I’m reviewing this movie as a horror 
film. The actors are not A-list, but they’re 
adequate. And there is a certain amount Of 
suspension of disbelief that you will need to 
employ to get into this movie, as with most 
horror movies. However, I think that Roth 
does a good enough job of pulling the viewer 
into the film. It shouldn’t be too difficult for 
the average viewer to allow themselves to sit 
back and enjoy the horror.
The living conditions Hi Europeon hostels have always left something to be desired, but in 
Eli Roth’s second feature film Hostel, they are something to be feared.
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Friday 27
Blue Oyster Cult- B.B. King's 
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Welcome to Montclair Slata. University Hall
Eight (jnc-lumdred seat lecture halla, 29 thirty-to-forty seat 
classrooms, over 125 faculty offices, six department officer .1 learn­
ing lab and more. The 270,000 square foot building will provide 
much needed relief to the other academic buildings on campus 
busting at tin1 seams.
The new academic building provides our university with post- 
c-ird-tiuahty imagery. It will undoubtedly lx- on the cover of bro­
chures distributed to piu-peetive students, the subject of billboards 
and fciitured in our advertising specials. This provides some excel­
lent window dressing to the rest of the world. However, the campus 
community knows better than to fall for this facade.
We know that Calcia Hall is mold-infested and that Lite flail 
might just be the set for an upcoming Saw III movie. We also 
know that the television monitors rarely work in Hickson Hall 
Furthermore, we know that the Student (-'enter’s roof leaks like a 
sieve during a storm. In some wavs, Umver-ity Hall is akin to a 
Ferrari in a used car lot.
New buildings are being constructed on a shaky foundation. 
The bncktxme of this school, the dozens ot older buildings and the 
oldest residence halls, cannot simply be hidden under the rug A 
commitment to upkeep on these older building’- is vital to our 
university’-, success going forward.
The latgei question to ask is whether wr really need a bigger 
advertising tool or instead need a better university Some services, 
such as shuttle buss® and parking facilities, are dark ¡.poo- mi the
Whore does this end? Will we continue la ignore each building
Koran Frankfort i The Montclarion
‘‘New buildings are being constructed 
on a shaky foundation. The backbone 
of this school, the dozens of older 
buildings and residence halls, cannot 
simply be hidden under the rug.”
until it Is beyond repair, and routinely build new buildings to take 
their places? Tins affords us the joy of having tlx- occasional new’ 
building, but creates an environment where we have to first suffer 
through years of abuse by sitting in nindow n classroom«
The MSI' administration seem- to have the erroneous idea that 
throwing money at a problem will solve it: it is as if they assume 
that by dumping tons of money into a new budding, the condition 
of the other building-, on campus will improve through some kind 
ul o-musin Perhaps it is easier to gel state fund» by making a 
splash, but we an- m larger need of u rising tide than a  fleeting
Some could argue that we should take a break from build­
ing and sit hack and relax, satisfied with the facilities we havu. 
Perhaps our money and effort would be belter spent up-keeping 
these university landmarks instead of abandoning them for the 
next greatest thine. Rut we know better than to expect that. After 
all, were not Rutger.-, yet
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Corruption and Pork, The GOP Way
Republican Congress and White House Dealt with Corrupt Abramoff, Spending Wildly
The Bush White House and the GOP- 
Led Congress want you to believe that our 
nation’s House is in order. They want you to 
believe that they are fiscal conservatives that 
work to help the little 
guy and not big business 
as the liberals portray. 
They want you to believe 
that the indictment of 
Tom Delay was the 
result of partisan poli- 
MICHAEL tics -  even though the
“ lIO R  IN CHIEF Prosecutor has convicted
____ ___________ many more Democrats
than Republicans. They 
also want you to forget that Delay holds 
the record for the most ethics violations in 
Congress.
The GOP had a clear strategy for main­
taining power in Washington in what they 
dubbed the “K Street Project.” The project was 
very simple; pressure businesses, labor asso­
ciations and anyone else who wanted some­
thing from the Congress to hire Republican 
lobbyists, therefore making it easier to funnel 
money into Republican coffers. Jack Abramoff 
was a devout member of the Republican lob­
bying machine in Washington. Abramoff has 
made contributions to both parties, though 
predominantly to Republicans and mostly to 
those in leadership positions.
Rep. Ney asked Abramoff to arrange a 
golfing trip to Scotland for himself and some 
of his staff on a private plane. Abramoff
said in an email, “I anticipate that the total 
cost ... to be around $100K or more.” Later, 
Abramoff said, “BN had a great time and is 
very grateful, but is not going to mention the 
trip to Scotland for obvious reasons. He said 
he’ll show his thanks in other ways which is 
what we want!” The Tigua Tribe paid for the 
Golf Trip, in the hopes that Rep. Ney would 
be able to get their casino re-opened. To his 
defense, Rep Ney did attempt to get the casi­
no re-opened, but Democratic Senator Dodd 
refused and Rep. Ney, rather than inform the 
tribe that their casino would remain closed, 
told the tribe that he was still working on the 
issue. As the tribe was growing concerned 
and requested a meeting later on, Rep. Ney 
told the tribal leaders that Senator Dodd 
withdrew his support. Dodd stated that he 
never told Mr. Abramoff or Mr. Ney “that [he] 
would in any way maimer work legislatively 
to recognize the Tigua Tribe.”
Mr. Ney is only one of the few close associ­
ates of Abramoff whom reached for the high­
est levels of government for help. He began 
by becoming a “pioneer,” someone that raised 
a $100,000 or more for the Bush /  Cheney re- 
election campaign.
. He wasn’t shy about it either. In an 
interview in July, 2003 by the International 
Herald Tribune Abramoff said, “Everyone in 
town is trying to be a pioneer... but the only 
way to do it is to have contacts outside of DC, 
which, fortunately, I do. So far I’ve raised 
about $120,000 and I haven’t even really
started making phone calls.” The President 
denies any association with Abramoff, yet he 
was photographed at least five times with 
the President and AbramofFs billing records 
reveal that his Marianna Islands lobbying 
team had at least. 200 contacts with Bush 
Administration officials. The Republicans are 
now working hard to try to cast off the image 
that they are corrupt by drafting lobbying 
reform legislation. While ’the GOP in the 
Congress propose reform, the Bush White 
House challenges the McCain-Feingold cam­
paign finance reform legislation in the courts 
by arguing that by limiting the amount that 
people and corporations donate the govern­
ment is limiting a persons ability to speak 
freely, thus implying the more money you 
give the more influence you have.
The GOP-led Congress is very far from 
being fiscally conservative. Under their watch 
the budget of the federal government contin­
ues to grow faster than the economy while 
they continue to offer tax-cuts that benefit 
the wealthiest-Americans. Under the latest 
federal budget, the “pork” projects proposed 
by this Congress amount to roughly 14,000 
compared to nearly 4,000 when Democrats 
last held power.
The Republicans ran on a platform of 
returning “the people’s house” back to the 
people by eliminating wasteful spending and 
by cutting the bloated government. It is_ there­
fore shocking to learn that the last time there 
was a national surplus rather than deficits as
long as the eye can see was when Bill Clinton 
was in'office. Clinton proposed budgets that 
kept our tax burden low while keeping the 
economic growth of the nation strong. The 
President ran for re-election pledging to cut 
the deficit in half by 2008. His own analysts 
now say that this is impossible and are fore­
casting the deficit to continue to run in the 
$400 billion range for 2006.
Consider the fact that the United States 
taxpayer has spent over $250 billion on Iraq 
when the President insisted that the recon­
struction would be financed by the wealth of 
Iraqi oil reserves. The President insists that 
the Congress must make tough decisions 
on cutting spending when he refuses to put 
his foot down. He proposes budgets-that cut 
spending on the most needy — seniors, chil­
dren and the poor. He wants to end entitle­
ment programs through privatization and 
by making them financial problems for the 
states; he has even called for a $12.7 billion 
cut in student aid for students needing loans 
and grants to be given a chance to succeed 
with a college education.
President Bush has been careful to attend 
rallies and town hall meetings in states 
where he is worshipped, such as Kansas, 
father than attend a meeting where his poli­
cies could be questioned.
Michael McPhee, a Political Science major, is  
in h is second year as Editor-in-Chief for The 
Montclarion.
Unfair Rap: Haitian History Explained
Debunking the Stereotypes That Riddle the Public’s Perception of Haitian Culture
Voodoo, boat people, lawlessness and AIDS (probably the most powerful in the world 
are words and ideas that have been engraved at that time). Haiti is the first independent 
into many people’s minds with regard to Black nation in the history of humanity. One
-------- ——--------  Haiti, the third largest must realize the significance of this; the abo-
nation in the Caribbean, lition of slavery on Earth began in Haiti, not 
both in geographic size > in France, and not in the US. It is true that 
L Ih B h H f  and in population. What the American Revolution of 1776, followed by 
the American, French, the French Revolution of 1789, both some- 
H lte ; Canadian, other major what inspired the Haitian revolution of 1791- 
superpower govern- 1803 against France. However, it is Haiti, and 
H H  ments and their media Haitians specifically, that began the process 
■wi&aswiiMMsii—MwrfflMfflffwfflflT1 will never tell you is of truly changing Western society’s perception
YUR| that voodoo is not black of Black people. So if you think the American
COLUMNIST «  ju s t  as Hinduism
______ _______  isn t about cow-worship­
ping, Buddhism about 
praying to statues of animals and Catholicism 
isn’t  about praying to idols known as saints.
You get the idea. Actually, the correct spelling 
of this word is “vodou,” not “voodoo.”
“Voodoo” is a Hollywood spin-off ofthe Word 
“vodou” which has allowed rich Hollywood 
moguls to make lots of money on horror 
flicks, by attributing black magic to vodou.
For example, The Serpent and the Rainbow, 
by Wes Craven which is about vodou in Haiti.
The problem with this movie and movies in 
this genre is that, they denigrate cultures 
that cannot defend themselves against the Revolution was bloody and if you think the 
powerful American and European media, like French guillotines beheaded many; about 
the Haitian culture. 50% of all Haitians died during the Haitian
Something else .¿hat the people should Revolution to end the practice of slavery. Very 
know about vodou is that it is the result of few people, other than Haitians and some 
syncretism between Christianity and many historians, know this. I guarantee most of you 
traditional - African religions. As a result, have never heard of the Haitian Revolution 
vodou was the best motivational tool avail- in your history classes, even though it is an 
able to the first Haitian revolutionaries, the extraordinarily important event in American 
African slaves brought to Haiti by the French, and global history.
to motivate each other to revolt against and Furthermore, although Haiti asserted 
defeat the French colonial system in 1803! itself as an independent nation on Jan. 1, 
Haiti defeated France and its mighty army 1804, no other nation at that time recognized
its independence. Haiti was forced to pay the Bush Administration is treating Haiti 
France today’s equivalent of 21 billion US . now, considering the fact that Haiti’s defeat 
dollars in pure gold in order to be recognized of France in 1803 helped the US double 
by France in 1821. That would be the Biblical its geographic size and expand westward, 
equivalent of David paying Goliath money Because of Haiti, France’s influence in the 
after knocking him down. Americas weakened, causing Napoleon to
That was the beginning of the isolation of sell the Louisiana territory to the US for $15 
Haiti from the international community, and million, This territory consists of the states 
the crippling of Haiti’s economy, which, to of Montana, Wyoming, Kansas, Nebraska, 
this day, has never recovered. Furthermore, Missouri, South and North Dakota, Arkansas, 
the US, which was the only other nation of Texas, Louisiana, Colorado and Minnesota, 
the Americas independent at that time, also Haiti’s troubled nature is directly related 
refused to recognize Haiti as a sovereign to the fact that Haitians are among the
most revolutionary people on Earth. Haiti is 
always so troubled because the Haitian peo­
ple (especially the poor masses) are always 
looking for change, though it rarely benefits 
them in the end.
This includes their objections to the capi­
talist demands of world superpowers, like 
France and the US, and their revolts against 
the injustices of the powerful Haitian bour­
geoisie.
Therefore, Haiti’s poverty is the direct 
result of a combination of economic oppres­
sion by international superpowers and, of 
course, the actions of corrupt politicians, 
like former Haitian President Jean-Bertrand 
state for fear that the symbolic meaning of Aristide. Unlike what most people think, 
Haiti’s existence could serve as the first step Haiti is not poor because of some type of 
in overthrowing the American slavery sys- incompetence from the Haitian people them- 
tem. It happened anyway, thanks to Haiti. selves.
When the US finally acknowledged Haiti’s Clearly, Haitians, like any other national- 
existence in 1865, the demolition of American ity, can achieve when given a chance to do so 
slavery was in full swing (the Civil War), by those in power. Haiti is the sleeping giant 
Haiti successfully planted the seed of free- ofthe Black community and deserves respect, 
dom in the minds of American blacks, paving Think twice before making negative conclu- 
the way for the Civil War, Emancipation sions about Haiti and Haitians.
Proclamation, Civil Rights Movement, etc.
It’s a shame the US treated Haiti this way yuri Jadotte, a Molecular Biology major, is in his 
back then, which is no different than how first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
“When the US finally acknowledged Haiti’s exis­
tence in 1865, the demolition of American slavery 
was in full sw in g... Haiti successfully planted the 
seed of freedom in the minds of American blacks, 
paving the way for the Civil War, Emancipation 
Proclamation, Civil Rights Movement, etc.”
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Nuclear Alternati ve Needed
Nuclear Threat is An Unwelcome Presence only 35 Miles from NYC
KARL 
DE VRIES 
COLUMNIST
Wasn’t the world simpler when the 
responsibilities of government were limited 
to the world of SimCify 2000? My memo­
ries from playing the 
computer game back in 
fifth grade are admit­
tedly a little hazy, but 
I can still recall the 
fundamental- protocol 
involved in running a 
modern-day metropolis: 
lower the taxes when 
you want the support 
of the people, maintain 
a significant number of 
fire stations in order to 
guard against disaster and, when it comes to 
providing power for your city, don’t place all 
your eggs in the nuclear basket.
The most obvious reason for this, of course, 
is because while you’ll be supplied with 
ample energy to fuel your needs, you gamble 
the lives of your citizens against the threat 
of nuclear meltdown. In essence, the longer 
you operate a nuclear power plant, the more 
likely a catastrophic event becomes. Even 
with most of the conventions of civic admin­
istration watered down to suit the minds of 
the simplest ten-year-old, one universal fact 
transcends the world of PC entertainment: 
when a nuclear calamity strikes, be some­
place else.
I assume that the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, responsible for nuclear safety 
and maintenance across the country, ensures 
that the odds for a major disaster are signifi­
cantly higher in real life than they are in a 
computer game. In a country which demands 
some of the highest safety standards in the 
world when it comes to automobiles and pre­
scription drugs, one hopes or assumes that 
institutions such as the Indian Point “energy 
center,” located in Westchester County, NY, 
are among the safest nuke plants in the 
world. However, when it comes to measuring 
risk and the potential for disaster in the post 
9/11 era, it’s appropriate to feel a little uneasy 
about the utilization of nuclear power within 
such a dose proximity from New York City 
(roughly 35 miles away).
On 9/11, nineteen terrorists were respon­
sible for the deaths of nearly 3,000 Americans
¥ V
S ta tistic  
o f the 
Week
4
Number of candi­
dates interviewed 
this week for the 
SGA position of 
bookkeeper.
. ^
in a single day by attacking symbols of our 
security and economic might. However, one 
cannot help but imagine that had they per­
haps turned their attention to New York’s 
other twin towers, the two operating reactors 
at Indian Point, that they would have caused 
even more damage.
Nearly 20 million people five within a 50 
mile radius of Indian Point; had airplanes 
been used against the facility to smash into 
the containment center, superheating the 
1500 tons of radioactive waste onsite, the 
death toll surely would have been far worse. 
As it is, it’s not impossible to imagine a sce­
nario where the same nineteen terrorists, 
this time armed with submachine guns and 
high explosives, charge the plant, overtake 
security, and then detonate it from the inside. 
Either way, any successful attack on a large 
scale would be more than enough to make 
much of the Hudson River Valley, to say noth­
ing of NYC, uninhabitable for years to come.
Of course, there is then the possibility of 
human error being responsible for a major 
disaster.. On April 26,1986, the Soviet Union- 
operated nuclear power plant in Chernobyl, 
Ukraine, exploded as the water-coolant safety 
system was shut down during an experiment. 
31 people were killed instantly in the blast; 
the radiation that emitted from the plant 
would kill anywhere from 8,000 to 125,000 
people over the next ten years. Radiation 
released into the atmosphere eventually trav­
eled as far as England, and parts of the 
Ukraine are still desolate as a result to this 
day.
The closest that the United States ever 
came to experiencing a nuclear catastrophe 
was on March 28, 1979 at the Three Mile 
Island plant in Middletown, PA. A partial 
core meltdown entailed a loss of coolant that 
night, causing a scare that would evacuate 
much of the surrounding area. Eventually 
workers at the plant were able to contain 
most of the plant’s radiation, saving count­
less lives, but psychologically the damage had 
been done. Since 1979, there have not been 
any new plants constructed in the country; 
the likelihood is that there never will be.
Organizations such as Riverkeeper.org 
call on the United States to shut down 
Indian Point and replace it with an alterna­
tive power source. Currently, both reactors 
have life spans limited to 2013 and 2015, 
respectively. Entergy Corp, the company 
that owns Indian Point, will be applying for 
20-year license extensions as early as July 
of this year. By law, the City of New York is 
required to generate 80 percent of its power 
on its own; only a fraction of its needs can be 
imported from elsewhere. Basically, if Indian 
Point was closed tomorrow, New York would 
still be able to function as a city. The rest of 
lower New York, on the other hand, would 
certainly be reeling from the absence of such 
a significant power source.
“Clean” alternatives, such as solar and 
wind power, have not yet proved they can 
be relied upon as consistent and dependable 
alternatives. Meanwhile, the development of 
fusion and hydrogen as viable energy sources 
are not nearly close enough to completion to 
merit their use on a widespread level. Thus, 
if there is any replacement waiting in the 
wings to relieve Indian Point, it would prob­
ably be in the form of re-vamped coal and oil 
plants, antiquated forms of power that, in 
an ideal world, should probably be replaced 
themselves.
Liberal, progressive groups such as 
Riverkebper are not alone in their reserva­
tions about having a nuke plant in their 
backyard; over 400 elected officials, including 
H  congressmen and women, have supported 
the call to close Indian Point. But until a 
viable source of energy can be achieved, it’s 
neither likely, nor is it appropriate, to shut 
down the plant.
Instead, the aim of the United States 
should be to increase the security and tech­
nology available at its nuclear facilities as 
much as possible thus attempting to reduce 
risk. Meanwhile, alternative forms of power 
must be investigated as to alleviate our 
dependence on nuclear power, making us less 
vulnerable to attack and human negligence. 
Only through our sustained concern as citi­
zens can we ensure that the United States 
will operate these plants with the highest 
levels of scrutiny and will make available 
energy replacements as soon as possible.
Got an Opinion?
■i
The Montclarion is seeking opinion 
columnists for commentary on both 
national and on-campus issues.
If interested, email:
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Child  C are  W anted
Babysitter needed: Montclair family 
seeks fun, loving, mature student 
for 8 - 1 0  flexible hours/wk, caring 
for children 6 and 4-years-old. Must 
have ref and own transportation. 
(973) 744-5891.
Babysitter needed: for one or two 
afternoons per week in Montclair. 
Seeking nurturing person to pick up 
6-year-old at school, and help with 
homework. Competitive pay. Call 
(973) 655-1248.
Childcare -  part time. Perfect for 
education major. Afternoons/eve- 
nings, Monday -  Friday. Fun for kids 
-  ages 8, 9. Glen Ridge area. Must 
have own transportation. (973) 743- 
7757.
Looking for student interested in p/t 
position 3-4 days /wk from 3 - 6  P.M. 
to tutor and watch my 12-year-old 
after school in Cedar Grove. Will 
need car. Interested? Please call 
(973) 979-7576.
Sitters wanted. Average $10 per 
hour. Babysitting, house-sitting, 
pet-sitting. Register free for jobs 
near campus or home start earning 
extra cash now! www.studentsit- 
ters.com.
Help W anted
Summer jobs! Day camp counselor. 
No nights/weekends. Group coun­
selors, lifeguards/WSI, instructors for 
sports, crafts, nature, outdoor skills. 
Warren Township (Somerset County) 
NJ. (908) 647-0664, rvrbnd1@aol. 
com or apply at www.campriver- 
bend.com.
Car dealership in Montclair looking 
for P/T employee ... Very flexible 
schedule ... we will work around 
your class schedule ... Apply in per­
son at 665 Bloomfield Ave. Montclair 
or call (973) 744-2000. Good pay, 
great resume builder, no experience 
necessary.
Paid marketing interns and student 
workers needed at growing online 
travel company located in office 
complex adjacent to MSU campus. 
Call Lea Nielsen at (201) 641-6100 
x7113.
Help wanted waiter/waitress. West- 
mount Country Club seeks part time 
weekend food servers, no experi­
ence necessary, will train, could 
make up to $14 per hour. Apply in 
person, Wednesday thru Friday 12:00 
-  6:00 P.M., 728 Rifle Camp Road, 
West Paterson, New Jersey or call for 
appointment (973) 256-8868._______
National fundraising consulting 
firm seeking part-time staff to - 
make follow-up calls on behalf of 
prestigious, non-profit clients. No 
cold calling. Professional, exciting 
atmosphere. Up to $12/hour. Incen­
tives and bonuses for quality work. 
Day/night/weekend hours, flexible 
around school schedule. No experi­
ence needed. Call Amanda at (973) 
575-6930 or email Amanda@advanta 
geconsulting.com.
Executive Assistant wanted by Kids 
Rock, a nonprofit that provides free 
musical lessons to low-income chil­
dren. Visit www.littlekidsrock.org 
for more info. Executive Assistant 
will provide highly organized, ef­
ficient administration and logistical 
support. Email jobs@littlekidsrock. 
org for a full job description or to  
send a resume.
Health club in Upper Montclair needs 
front desk/floor help days, nights, 
weekends. Fax resume'/info with 
times and days avail (973) 233-0840. 
Attn: Tom.
I need help!
On Wednesdays and Thursdays, I need help 
picking up my 2 boys (ages 8 & 10), from 
school (in Montclair), at 3:00pm, bring them 
home 9also in Montclair), make sure they get 
their homework started and keep an eye on 
them and their 2 older sisters (ages 11 and 14), 
until I get home from work around 5:30pm. 2 
days/5hours/$75/week. Call Mark at (973) 783- 
6970. You will need references and a safe car.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
★  ★
*  Positions Available Immediately *
*  for Mad Scientists. ★
J  ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  J
i  Mad Science o f  N orth Central New Jersey ★
*  is currently looking for students to  work J  
*■1-4- hours a week teaching science classes i
*  to  kids. Excellent pay-including training!! *
POYOU;
★  Love Working with children?
★  Have foil-time access to  a car?
★  Have an outgoing personality^
if you answered yes to  these guest ions, 
give us a call a t (973) 244-1880 
and set up an interview.
W «
Pass It On.
THE FOUNDATION EU k IETTEI EIFE 
www.forbettcrIifc.org
UVE YOUR DREAMS
The UPS 
EARN«« 
LEARN 
Program
UPS really came through for me. They provide 
more money for my education, plus great pay, 
a schedule that fits my needs, and other benefits.
Part-Time Package Handlers
• $8.50-$9.50/hour with additional 50C increase 
after 90 days
'Company paid medical benefits
• Weekends & holidays off
• Opportunity for advancement
•Work 3-1/2 to 5 hours a day, five days a week
Get up to $ 2 3 , 0 0 0
in College Education 
Assistance!
Now hiring for the 
Parsippany & Secaucus locations. 
Complete an online application today at:
www.upsjobs.com
Earn and Learn* Program 
guidelines apply.
UPS is an equal opportunity employer. 
M/F/D/V.
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“I wouldn’t stress about it, Frank. 
With a personality like yours, you’re in 
no danger of identity theft.”
www.themontclarion.org
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“Wow! Looks like a surprise takeover! Phil may 
be bigger, but Myron’s hostile and leveraged!”
“What they don’t tell you is between Sku ll Island and the 
Empire State Building, experim ents were done. Basically, 
I’m the love ch ild of King Kong and a  guinea pig."
“I hate to disagree with you, Thag, but I think 
it’s  more logical to pillage BEFORE we burn.”
Sudoku #8
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Hit In the Wank squares so mat each row, each column and each 
3-by*3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.
If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork..
Crossword
ACROSS 
1 Orbiting loc.
4 Havana 
populace 
10 Female noble
14 Tube top
15 Brunch order 
1 6 _ go b ra g h !
17 Long distance
commuter
19 Crooked
20 Gist
21 Surprise and 
grab
23 Harden ceramics 
25 Measure up
29 Floral neckwear
30 Expectant 
beneficiaries
31 Metric square 
measure
32 Axilla
33 Slangy assent
37 Howdies
38 Salon goo
39 Org. of Flames
41 Before now
42 Solidifies
44 Sonnet section
46 NBC classic
47 Archaeological 
fragment
49 Mack or Koppel
50 Those doing a 
run-through
53 Tidings
54 Willing to listen
55 Pitcher part
56 Etcher’s 
substance
57 Noted muckraker
64 Pie a la _;
65 “Love Boat” co- 
star
66 Moo__gai pan
67 The clink
68 Relaxing
69 Kind of feeling
DOWN
1 Rink flooring
2 Jazzy instrument
3 Most spirited
4 Tommy Lee 
Jones film
5 Ms. Thurman
6 Golfer Hogan
7 Ring great
8 Butterfly snare
1 2 3
Ir
5 6 7 8 9 I 10 p 12 13
14
p .
16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25 26 ?7 28
29
32 33 . 34 35 36
37 38 m39 40 41
42 43
48
44 45 46
47 49
50 51 52 53
54 55
56
1
57 58 59 60 61 62 63
64 J 65 I
66
67 J 68 □ 69
a) 2006Tribune Media Services, ine. 
A ll righ ts reserved.
9 Fairy-tale 
baddies, often
10 “La Mer” 
composer
11  _________ you the clever
one!
12 Chop into tiny 
bits
13 Go in
18 Road to Rouen
22 Sharer’s pronoun
23 Doldrums
24 F.O.E. chapter
25 Gorbachev’s 
reforms
26 Like the Venus 
de Milo
27 Use a straw
28 Corner-cutter
30 Crone
34 Faberge item
35 Nixon’s V.P.
36 Half and full 
nelsons
40 Old Ford model
43 “The Still Centre” 
poet
45 Ship’s pronoun
Solutions
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13  1
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Is n v a n o H s  s
48 Mare’s morsel
50 Checks out the 
terrain
51 Disney World 
attraction
52 Spyri novel
53 Grab
55 Perry’s creator
58 Period
59 Mimic
60 Hyson, e.g.
61 Hirt and Pacino
62 Ironman Gehrig
63 Land parcel
A q u a r iu s
(January 20 -  February 17 >• 
Physical vitaiitv is now improving. Minor 
aches. pains or nutations may this week be 
replaced wuh an emerging awareness of fit- 
ni"-~ (hi an emotional level, much of tins may 
lepiesent a significant change of social and 
rntr,antic altiLudi-h ( unfident expression and 
public .u-ovpt.mce mav be a motivating factor.
‘(Februaiy 18~M arch 
Business demand« now mUm^ify after Monday, 
expect employers or older partners to  ask for 
special roiisiderauon and improved daily rou­
tines’ Time sensitive projects and immediate 
go,i!s are vital tor la*l-ng ■nicce-M
*•£ A rie s
(March 20 April 19
Loiif-Lcnn friends will expect your undivided 
attention over ihc next five days. Although 
now relationships nrn appealing, loved ones 
will vie for ohiipus d splays of atbvtifin and 
loyalty.
T a u ru s
iT p til, '0 -  May 
Home finances and short-term spending 
dt maud caution over the next two daya Before 
mid week, expect loved ones In reveal added 
expenses opt fm expanded reiuivations or inifi- 
ate laige puri-hasc« Final solutions wifi 
time ru  cw e-tatJislied routines family plans 
and group oxpectiiiion« before introducing new 
ideas or habits.
£$ G e m in i  i
(May 21 ~  June 20)
Bi-lure Wednesday, a new fru-nd or lover mat 
rcitai important-««c-ial information Past rala- 
Tiun-hips, old habite or repeated family pai- 
lem.- tr-av hi ijii the agenda Listen carefully 
and reserve judgment
¡"i C ancer ei
^  lu ll JJ I mÊÊÊÊÊtÊM 
A trusted Irierid or dose relut ne m«y this week 
med extra lime to finalize family issues or 
long-term proporti contracts Osci the next 
iivt days horm. deci.-iun, parental ohligatiun 
nr group «pf.vi.annn« may be mon’ demanding 
than anticipated
«  L e o  m
'.July 22 August 2L
Kai'v thi- wick minor phys.iai ailment- :nav 
requin- attention Arens affli ted are kidneys, 
I irciiiation. chest injection« or skin irritations 
Some Leo« svilì -»non begin a confidi nt regime of 
ad iv ity, tit lu’^ e and sot ia I involvement Positive 
pesu,l« wid he quirklt •-tubi,shed uust voor 
nipt mets and v.ork hard to change unproduc­
tive habits,
M  V irgo  jfc\
A ugust22 - S cpU m bcrJT i^^B  
OuLdnoi activities exercise regimes oi revi.- 
dieimy programs will increase physical eij 
gy in ilio coming weeks. Some Virgos wifi I 
week bring dramatic impiowments to t i l  
daily habit«, emotional outlook and socia 
routine. 1 i«U’n to the advice of loved o r l  
d.wo filends or relatives will oifer nn» 
suggestion-, ■
j$? Libra ih
22 »-October 22) ■■
Love n lationahips will offer pleasing di-JR 
ticms over the next few days. A recent. piia.se
■H  or romantic isolation is now due. to mi ■ ex tra  time this week to fully explore I  inviLaliou.-: someone close may wish to be I  
deeply iiivolved m your personal life. ■
S co rp io
^ ^ ■ (Q c to b e r  23 -  N ovem ber21)M
■M  attractions and subtle flirtations I  ■  unnecessary gossip in the workplilP over the next five day-« Romania- sjieculaluin will not weak to your advanlage Define clear I 
bouruhiru*» with new employees and overly 
fnm’liar officials. Boredom and restlessness 
bo a dnving influence, avoid group par- 
’ * * iation.
S a g i t ta r iu s
iP B B ^ iï ïc rn b o r  22 -  December 20)
Over the next six days, workplace te H H R
■M y  distracting Alter Monday, expect a y silent colleague to voice strong opin- H e  all outbursts seriously and respond honestly to disagreement».C ap rico rn  ^
■ id  public discussions may 
thit> week provide faulty information. Over 
the next four days, a dose friend may request 
special favors or express hold opinions. Group 
politics and private romantic triangles are 
involved expect accurate times, dales or facts 
to he unavailable.
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SUMMER
S c h e d u le  o f  C o u rse s  is  o n  th e  w e b
www.montclair.edu
f r o m  Q u ic k  L in k s , s e le c t W E S S , th e n  c lic k  E n te r  S tu d e n t S e rv ic e s
Priority Web (WESS) Registration for 
MSU Students* April 10 - 20
A d d itio n a l W E S S  R e g is tra tio n  fo r  A ll E lig ib le  S tu d e n ts*  
April 21 through the first day of the course
Summer Sessions Office
College Hall, Room 215
Voice: 973-655-4352
Fax: 973-655-7851
Web: wwwjnontclair.edu/sum m er ■  '
MONTCLAIR 
STATE I  
UNIVERSITY
The U n i v e c ^ J ^ y l i "  the right to modify its calendar and availability of the web registration systeffrwffROUt pridf notice;
www.themontclarion.ori
SPORTS
Putting 
Kobe 
Bryant’s 
Record Into 
Focus
No ‘TMn Team But There Is A “Me”
Jose Ortiz 
Managing Editor
Kobe Bryant is back; averaging over 45 
points per game this month and more than 
35 this season. Bryant is having a season 
that is approaching a level which we have not 
seen in almost two decades. The 81 points 
Bryant scored against the Toronto Raptors is 
just a culmination of all of the truly amazing 
things he has been doing this year.
There is no question that No. 8 on the 
Lakers is the most unguardable player in 
the league and the best one-on-one player 
in the NBA. This is proven by the fact that 
Kobe goes out every night and scores at will. 
Teams know who the go-to-guy is, he beats 
double and triple teams all game long and 
has almost no offensive help.
The fact is that teams could put all five 
players on him and he’d still be the highest 
scorer on that Lakers team. His stats, how­
ever, aren’t what’s in question here.
Is Kobe ready to become a member of the 
NBA pantheon of athletes? Some would say 
that his three championships should make it 
; a no-brainer.
Remember, however, that when he 
won those titles it wasn't his team, it was 
Shaquille O’Neal’s. Kobe was the sidekick* 
not the hero. Without Shaq, they may have 
not even made the playoffs those years.
Now it’s time for Kobe to prove that he can 
win as the leader of a team. After the whole 
sex scandal last season, Bryant finally seems 
like he’s back on track arid back on the road 
to greatness. The only thing he needs to do 
is find a way to elevate his teammates’ level 
of play. Setting records is great and all, but 
he won’t win anything by himself.
As time has proved over and over again 
throughout the years, winning is not about 
individuals who can score and make ESPN 
highlights, it’s about having a solid team top 
to bottom. The Lakers are far from a solid 
team.
You don’t have to look any farther than 
Allen Iverson of the 76ers. He has been the 
most consistent scorer iri the NBA for the 
past five seasons. The Sixers made, the finals 
rince and were eliminated by Shaq’s Lakers. 
Jordan scored 63 points against Bird’s Celtics 
in 1987 and lost.
: ; This is the age of the team, not the player. 
Though the NBA, with its hand-check fouls, 
défensive three second violations, and illegal 
defenseolls is made for the one-on-one high-, 
light athlete, those players will never win" 
until those àroùnd them get better. ’ , , , '
Sure, Kobe broke a Laker record, and 
can now boast a career-high of 81 points iri a 
game, but I’m not ready to say that he’s bet*. 
ter than Magic Johnson.
The last time anyone averaged 35 points 
or more in an NBA season was in 1988 whén 
Jordan scored 35 per contest and won an 
MVP award.
Bryant may be putting up historic num­
bers but he has a lot more history to make 
before I’m ready to put him next to some of 
the all-time greats.
He may win an MVP this season and 
probably a scoring title, but at the end of the 
season the fact remains that everyone knows 
that Kobe is not going to take Lamar Odom, 
Luke Walton and Chris Mihm anywhere in 
the playoffs ... if they even get there.
WRESTLING
CONTINUED FROM R28
the mat again for MSU.”
“I came in to this season looking to be 
an All-American,” he said. “I gave up that 
chance just to not wrestle for him.”
Players on the record, off the record, apart 
of the team and no longer wrestling have 
not had many good things to say about the 
Indiana graduate. He has been described as 
immature, unqualified and arrogant. Many 
of the players have criticized his age (26) say­
ing that he’s too young and too inexperienced 
to be a head coach.
“It is very common in Division III that 
head coaches are embarking on their first 
coaching job. We have a number a number 
of first-time head coaches of a similar age on 
our staff,” said Gera.
Red Hawk sophomore, Anthony Rodriguez
claims that Torres challenged him to a fight. 
When he took the situation up with MSU 
Athletic Director Holly Gera, he says that 
Gera was very unsupportive and suggested 
that he had an anger management problem. 
Gera declined to comment on her discussions 
with Rodriguez due to privacy purposes. 
She has, however, said that she handled his 
situation in the same manner that she would 
have with any other student.
Rodriguez has wrestled with four dif­
ferent coaches and throughout his life has 
never had any problems handling his anger. 
Rodriguez, who is still a member of the wres­
tling team simply said that he was having 
trouble dealing with all of the negative com­
ments coming from the coach.
“Torres doesn’t respect anyone,” said
courtesy of montclair.edu/athletics.com
Of the original 24 players in this photo taken at the beginning of the season, about 1/3 of them are gone.
Think You Know 
Your SDorts?
Come Prove It!!
Sports W riters Needed
Call Mike ext: 5241
Email: MSUsports@gmail.com
The Montclarion is a Class I Organization of the SGA, Inc.
Rodriguez. He doesn’t know how to talk to 
anyone, he’s just not a professional. I don’t 
even want to go to bed at night because I 
don’t want to wake up in the morning and go 
to practice.”
Rodriguez’s roommate and former team 
captain Hayes also left the team because 
of Torres. Hayes was made a captain at 
the beginning of the season and was later 
benched because the person behind him, 
Mark D’Elia was doing better in tourna­
ments. D’Elia currently has an 8-6 record 
while Hayes was 1-6 before quitting the 
team. Torres said that any coach would have 
done the same.
Former Division I wrestler Dennis 
McSweeney described Torres’ coaching tac­
tics as browbeating. McSweeney quit the 
team during the winter 
break.
“He talks down to a lot 
of guys,” McSweeney said. 
“He’s not going about 
coaching in a mature 
manner. Wrestling just 
wasn’t fun for me any­
more. He was demanding 
that we practice so many 
hours, and I work to pay 
for school. If it comes 
down to being No. 1, or 
No. 2 in the country or 
going to work, I choose 
work.”
Coach Torres implied 
that the players who have 
problems only have those 
problems because they 
are bitter about former 
head coach Joe Sabol not 
returning to be the team’s 
head coach. More than half of his remaining 
team is comprised of freshmen and sopho­
mores who did not wrestle last season.
“If you look at those that have quit, it’s 
mainly the older guys,” Torres said. “These 
are also the same kids that aren’t coming 
to practices. My standards have been set, I 
won’t adjust them for anyone.”
The standards that Torres mentioned 
appeared on a contract that every player 
signed during the beginning of the season. 
Some of the guidelines included not being 
late to practice, and not missing practices. 
The coach consistently cited the team’s lack 
of discipline as the reason the players were 
removed.
“I knew when I came in that I had to clean 
house,” Torres said. “Not meaning that I 
had to get rid of the older guys on the team, 
but that I had to remove anyone who wasn’t 
on the same page as me and the rest of the 
team.”
Undoubtedly any coach that steps into a 
new position is going to go through a transi­
tion period. This is something that Coach 
Torres expected and prepared for. He said 
that he gave every player on the team the 
benefit of the doubt at the beginning of the 
season. According to Torres, the people who 
are off the team did not follow the rules.
Some of the players insinuated that his 
background may be part of the reason why 
his workouts were tougher and more intense 
than they used to be. All of the wrestlers 
agreed that the practices were much tougher, 
and the rules much stricter than when Sabol 
was head coach. Still, many of the players 
said they saw it as a challenge. According 
to them the tough workouts contributed to 
their injuries, not to them quitting. Torres 
remains skeptical about it.
The Red Hawks are currently 4-4 and 
have three players on the roster with a 
record above .500. The wrestlers who left the 
team have all said that they wouldn’t wrestle 
for MSU as long as Torres was the coach. So 
unless Torres is replaced next season, MSU 
will not have one senior on the 06-07 roster.
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Super Bowl XL
U n lik e ly  M atch u p s L o o k  T o  S tag e  G re a t B a ttle  In  D e tro it
Mike Johnson 
Sports Editor
Since the first pre-season game in Sept., 
the one thing repeated over again , until 
you couldn’t take it anymore was that the 
Steelers and Colts would meet up in the 
AFC Championship Game and it would be a 
good one that the Colts and Peyton Manning 
would finally win. The analysts were almost 
right.
When the Steelers went into Indianapolis 
in thejPivisional Round, they were on a mis-
defense put
ations where they had to play 
game. Edgerrin James was held 
to only 56 yards rushing on 
13 attempts, thus eliminating 
the other half of Indianapolis’s 
“unstoppable” assault.
Although Manning threw 
for 290 yards with one touchdown 
and no interceptions (he should 
have had one, but the referee clearly 
blew the call), his late-game 
comeback fell short when 
the potential game-tying 
field goal flew wide 
right and the Colts 
were once again left 
to plan for next year. The 
Steelers packed their bags 
for Denver and prepared them­
selves for a mile-high battle.
But the Steelers made easy 
work of the Broncos in  the AFC 
Championship Game and have got­
ten themselves the golden ticket to 
their first Super Bowl appearance since 
1996, when they lost to the Cowboys,
Now with a different look from that of the 
90s team, Pittsburgh looks toward Detroit 
to make a stand and a new name for them­
selves, and to bring back the powerful dynas­
ty that dominated the NFL in the late 1970s 
and early 1980s.
In feet, the one-two punch of Parker and 
. Bettis is very similar to that of Harris and 
Bleier, and if  Roethlisberger can keep put­
ting up the same numbers he has all season 
and post-season, not many people would 
mind putting him in the same category as
Some critics say they shouldn’t even be 
where they are, considering the weakness 
of their schedule, but the Seahawks have 
proven them wrong by beating Washington 
in the second round and winning their first 
playoff game in 21 years and then beating 
the Panthers in a 34-14 blowout.
Thus, the Seahawks made it to their first 
Super Bowl appearance in team history, but 
don’t  look for them to flop with the big-game- 
jitters because this team has a number of 
players who won’t settle for anything less 
than a Super Bowl win.
This year’s MVP, Shaun Alexander, hasn’t 
looked any different in  this year’s playoffs 
than he has all season, and J |||t  is a good 
in d ica M g g |g g * tt prepared for whatever 
any defense throws at Jiim, even if ft is on the 
all big stage in Motor Cj
time high in tra 
he was named
ler hit an all- 
06 season when 
second Pro-Bowl 
and his first starting job, but will 
the success carry over to the Super 
Bowl?
All signs point to yes after see­
ing his stats in his previous playoff 
games this season when he passed 
for 215 yards and completed 16 
of 26 passes against Washington 
and against when he passed for 
a sim ilar 219 yards 
with two touchdowns 
and completed 20 of 28 
passes.
courtesy of membefs.tripod.cofn 
Hasselbeck and the Seahwaks are hoping 
his career year can continue in Detroit, but 
the Steeier’s defense will have something to 
say about that.
courtesy of benmaller.com 
The question most Steelers fans want an 
answer for is if the second year QB can show 
poise and not crack under the pressure.
Terry Bradshaw.
So where does Seattle fit into the equa­
tion? For the first few weeks of the season, 
they didn’t. In feet, after their two-and-two 
start, people counted them out.
But after 11 straight wins, including a 
42-0 win over Philadelphia on Monday night, 
the Seahawks were right back in the mix of 
things and capped off their season with a 
week-15 win over Indianapolis.
Both quarterbacks in this “Motown 
Matchup” have equal Super Bowl experience 
as well as most of the other players, but that 
doesn’t mean they w ill freeze up when the 
ballis snapped. And who in their right mind 
would have predicted this matchup three or 
four weeks into the season?
These two team s have been talked 
about all season long, but never in the same 
breath.
For the first four weeks of the season, the 
Seahawks flew well below the radar with a 
2-2 record and the Steelers looked strong at 
three and one before dropping three straight 
games from week nine to week 11.
No one saw this coming, so now all of the 
analyzing will come into play. There are two 
weeks to go, so expect there to be at least a 
year’s worth of analyzing to take place in the 
next few days when you will know the entire 
life stories of each and every player on each 
team and you will be able to make your own 
accurate and educated predictions.
But don’t  worry, you still have two weeks 
left; sit down, look at all of the facts and stats 
before you make your prediction.
Australian Open 
Coming To A Close
Pat Lee 
Staff Writer
Welcome back to the coverage of the 
Australian open. If you hadn’t read my last 
article you probably have a life or at least 
a T.V., but if  you have, then I’m sorry.
Here’s the most recent news in the open. 
Americans James Blake and Andy Roddick 
choked worse than infants with Legos in 
their matches against Tommy Robredo and 
Marcos Baghdaits, so I really blew my pre­
dictions about them.
In the top half of the draw, Tommy Haas 
gave Roger Federer a scare by taking the 
number one seed to a five set match Nikolay 
Davydenko came from two sets and a break 
down against feshionista Dominick Hrbaty, 
to make his way into the quarterfinals for 
the second straight year where he’ll be trying 
to beat the top seed Federer.
German Nicholas Kiefer continued his 
impressive run by beating Juan Ignacio- 
Chela, a veteran clay-court specialist and is 
now on course to meet Sebastian Grosjean, 
a dangerous all-court player who loves his 
forehand and is dangerous on every slam
courtesy of terniisnuts.com
David Nalbandian fought 
back to win two straight sets 
against Santoro.
ing the sweetest of fuzzy navels, Baghdatis 
is taking his spot in the bottom half of the 
draw.
Anyway, back to the Open to see how the 
remaining matches are probably going to be 
played out.
All Federer has to do is what he always 
does, which is attack short balls, move well 
and dictate the points. By hitting his fore­
hand inside out, Federer’s going to stretch 
his opponent wide. Since Davydenko has a 
two-handed backhand, he’s going to leave a
surface.
The bot­
tom half of 
the draw 
had big-serv­
ing Croat 
Ivan Ljubicic 
and Greek/ 
C y p r i o t  
M a r c o s  
B a g h d a tis. 
W h i l e  
R o d d i c k ’s 
back in his 
Texas bach­
elor pad 
w a t c h i n g  
“The O.C.” 
and drink-
courtesy of tennlsnuts.com  
Roger Federer has long been the favorite 
in any match he has been in and shows no 
signs of letting up.
and use his movement and speed to end a lot 
of points at the net. Kiefer’s win would set 
up what I think would be the most interest­
ing match of the whole tournament against 
Federer.
On the bottom of the draw, Nalbandian 
blew past Frenchman, Fabrice Santoro. 
From the looks of the first set it seemed like 
it could be a dogfight, but after the 7-6 tie­
breaker went to Nalbandian the match was 
completely one-sided.
Santoro, who lacks power and any real 
weapon, used every chip, slice and lob he 
had in his arsenal, but the consistency and 
depth of Nalbandian’s strokes were just too 
much for him. Nalbandian is a grinder on 
every court and Santoro’s game only affects 
the overly aggressive players who try to hit 
him off the courts on every shot. Nalbandian 
went on to take the second and third set con­
vincingly, 6-0,6-0.
The second match in the bottom draw 
was a grueling five-setter between Ivan 
Ljubicic and Marcos Baghdatis. Ljubicic, 
who had a career best last year, made this 
his best Australian Open run, ending with 
his quarterfinal loss to Baghdatis, who has 
been a seed destroying machine, taking out 
17th seed Radek Stepanek, No. 2 seed Andy 
Roddick, and No. 7 seed Ivan Ljubicic.
Baghdatis rolled out to a 6-4, 6-2 two 
set lead before Ljubicic fought 
back with a 4-6, 3-6 two set 
comeback.
The final set was leaning 
towards Ljubicic as he had a 
double break point opportunity 
to gain the early advantage, but 
Baghdatis fought it off and went 
on to break Ljubicic in the fol­
lowing game and went on to 
take the deciding fifth set.
If Baghdatis has any energy 
left expect his semifinal match 
against Nalbandian to be a 
baseline war. I give the edge to 
Nalbandian. He ended last year 
on a great note beating Federer 
in the Masters final and he 
stated that he’s ready to step up 
and win majors as well as be in the finals for 
each major this year.
This is the most motivated he’s been in his 
career and the slow, high-bouncing rebound 
ace is the perfect surface for his deep, heavy 
topspin shots..
Nalbandian’s on his way to his first final 
at the Australian Open.
lot of short balls to Federer’s forehand and as 
anyone who’s seen Federer play... point over. 
Davydenko is going to have to go for outright 
winners because Federer’s defense is too 
good. Roger Federer’s going to win in four 
sets. I love the way Kiefer has been playing 
in this tournament. Look for Kiefer to take 
advantage of Grosjean’s weak second serves
Baghdatis has upset two seeds already in The Australian 
Open and looks to upset more.
courtesy of tennisnuts.com
Who was the first pinch-hitter in baseball?
LAST EDITION’S QUESTION
Who holds the record for most career victories in 
NASCAR and how many wins does he have?
ANSWER TO LAST EDITION’S QUESTION
Ricliaid Potty ‘ Iho King' has thr:
w m
career
wins in \ASCAR with 21
The Editors ’ Picks
JOSE
M anagin,^®
PittS
W m  I » « «
|¡JJSf|orts Editor
Match ‘Em
M atch These Super Bow l M V P s To The ir Years
1.) Terrell Davis Super Bowl III (1969)
2.) Phil Simms Super Bowl 1 (1967)
3.) Joe Namath Super Bowl XVII (1983)
4.) Joe Montana Super Bowl XIII (1979)
5.) John Riggins Super Bowl XIX (1985)
6.) Richard Dent Super Bowf XXI (1987)
n Terry Bradshaw Super Bowl XX (1986)
8.) Bart Starr Super Bowl IX (1975)
9.) Franco Harris Super Bowl XXXII (1998)
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H E P f l E T T C  f r i  g t T n r a m i
NJAC Overall NJAC Overall
W illiam Paterson 8-3 13-5 Richard Stockton 9-2 13-3
Ramapo 7-4 14-4 MSU 9-2 11-6
Rutgers-Newark 7-4 14-4 Kean 8-3 13-5
NJCU 7-4 11-6 Rutgers-Newark 7-4 12-5
TCNJ 6-5 12-6 TCNJ 7-4 10-7
Richard Stockton 6-5 11-6 W illiam  Paterson 6-5 10-8
MSU 5-6 9-9 NJCU 4-7 8-8
Kean 5-6 8-9 Ramapo 2-9 6-11
Rowan 4-7 10-7 Rowan 2-9 4-13
Rutgers-Camden 0-11 1-16 Rutgers-Camden 0-10 5-13
This W eek
Sat. vs. Rutgers-Newark 4 p.m.
Last Week's! Results 
1/22 - MSU 67, Brooklyn 54 
1/25 - MSU 53, WPU 55
This W eek
Sat. vs. Rutgers-Newark 2 p.m. 
Mon. vs. Hunter 7 p.m.
Last Week's Results 
1/21 - MSU 63, Rowan 57 
1/25 - MSU 64, WPU 61
Player of The Week
Senior
Hometown: North Haiedon, NJ
Gonzalez broke a 50-year-old school 
record by dropping 51 points against
He also had 12
rebounds, *-
Honorable Mentions
JESSICA GARRABRANDT 
Sophomore
Hometown: Denvilie, NJ
Garrabrandt scored 17 points 
$itth seven rebounds and three 
assistsip the Red Hawks' win 
pverRowan.
M AURICE TORRES 
¡Fireshmai^l 
Hometown: Summit, NJ
Iforred scored 26 points includ­
ing four out of eight shots from 
three-point range with one 
rebound and two assists against 
Brooklyn College.
STEPHANIÊMACHIN 
J u n io ^ ln Y  - .v i
Hometown: New Providence, NJ
1^11^ drppped 31 points and 
aW  1,000 career point in the Red 
over William Pater 
s o ^ rf Wednesday night.
^ NATHAN ARTHUR 
Sophomore
Hometown: Maplewood, NJ
Arthur scored 16 points with nine 
rebounds and an assist in MSU's 
67-54 win over Brooklyn College.
ar
Red Haw k W restling Problem s
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MSU Lose Close One To Rivals
Michael Treanor 
S ta ff W rite r I
conference tournament, beginning 
on Feb. 21, remains uncertain.
....._ _ _ ....... --T--VML Jonathan Arthur was forced to
State men conl||gtep up on this night, as the William 
within the ftterson coaching staff was able 
Devise a defensive scheme that 
lim it the sometimes exces­
sive jlcontributions of four-time 
NJAC Flayer of the Week Award 
winner Gian Paul Gonzalez.
¡3. * ^ '"^»»^ ^ aaA rth u r finished with 19 and
;ond half in which proved to be a force on the boards, 
grabbing 12 altogether, four of them 
on the offensive end.
Apparently, the Pioneers took 
notice of the Red Hawks’ first- 
round game at Manhattanville as 
part of the Castle Classic, a game
g t decrease m 
ig^*"M«atclair
villi 
a, 5 
» a
they hacna si 
field goal 
State had a chance to tie the con 
test at the end of regulation.
Gian Paul Gonzalez received 
a pass at the right elbow and 
appeared to draw contact on his 
shot attempt. However, no foul was 
issued and play continued.
Sophomore forward Jonathan 
Arthur was able to snag an offen­
sive rebound and also looked to 
draw contact on his put-back.
Again, there was no whistle.
The buzzer sounded and the 
Pioneers escaped with a crucial two 
point victory.
Following a stretch that saw 
them win four of five, the Red 
Hawks have now dropped four of 
six including a 1-3 mark in NJAC 
play.
Their status for the upcoming
The Montclarion I Nastassla Davis
Coach Fiore goes over the plays 
while the team takes a breather.
that w itnessed  
senior Gian Paul 
Gonzalez shat­
ter the Montclair 
State record for 
points in a single 
game.
In Kobe-like 
fashion, Gonzalez 
took it upon him­
self offensively to 
put his team in a 
position to win by 
netting 51 points, 
breaking Clem 
Tennard’s long-standing record of 
47 in a 1956 game against Rutgers- 
Newark.
Gonzalez was only able to mus­
ter 17 points, incuding only seven 
in the first half, against a Pioneer 
defense that appeared ready to 
smother bim possession after pos­
session.
Torres, his counterpart, played 
with foul trouble as well, but found 
him self a key component in the 
midst of several second half runs 
made by the Pioneers. He finished 
with 16, recording 10 in the second 
half.
William Paterson appeared to 
use an early technical foul on head 
coach Jose Rebimbas as motivation 
and they quickly erased an early
The Montclarion I Nastassla Davis
Gonzalez and Ford were held to only 20 points in 80 
minutes combined during Wednesday night’s loss to 
Willliam Paterson.
15-6 Montclair advantage.
Despite the Red Hawks regain­
ing the lead, thanks to a 9-0 run 
midway through the second half, 
capped by a Jonathan Arthur tri- 
fecta, the Pioneers were able to ride 
a few late three-point field goals to 
their eighth conference victory of 
the year.
Because of the loss, Montclair 
State drops under .500 in confer­
ence play compiling a record of 5-6, 
and an overall record at 9-9.
With the NJAC tournament rap­
idly approaching, the Red Hawks 
w ill have to get to work quickly if  
they want to capture one of the six 
available seeds an attempt to earn 
a, bid in the big dance, the Division 
HI NCAA brackets.
Red Hawks Hold O ff Pioneers
Jose Ortiz 
Managing Editor
At the b e g q ^ g p ftil^ WMfnen’s 
basketba 
Beth
thS  
best!
Red Hi
direction. '■•mmm&mmsia ^  *
With 8:18 remaining m the sec­
ond half O’Boyle called a  timeout 
with a look of frustration riddled 
across her face. The Red Hawks 
had just surrendered an 8-0 run 
to the Pioneers and WPU had 
stretched out to their largest lead 
of the game.
With MSU trailing 51-44 the Red 
Hawks exploded for a 11-0 run, led 
by team captain, Stephanie Machin 
who scored five of her game-high 
31 points during that five min­
ute stretch. Despite a late charge 
by the Pioneers, the Red Hawks 
played mentally tough ball during 
the last three minutes of the game
surrendering only one turnover and 
drilling three of four shots from the 
floor.
“We are learning to win games 
in different ways,” O’Bqyle said. “I 
told the team to get one stop at 
ne.”
||h e  Red Hawks shot 46.4 per­
cent from the floor in the second 
halflput at times they looked a tit­
tle lost on offense, especially in the 
in the final period. However, 
put the team on her back 
poring 20 of the team’s 32 points in 
the closing h alf She also became 
the 14th player in MSU history to 
score 1,000 career points.
The Montclarion I Anthony Ingersoll
Jessica Garrabrandt drives the lane 
as the Red Hawks soar past William 
Paterson.
“She was playing inspired bas­
ketball,’’ O’Boyle said. She’s had 
a tough week, and you kind of just 
want to get those milestones so 
you can get them out of the way. 
Machin is one of the hardest work­
ing players I have ever coached.”
The difference in the game was 
clearly shot selection. MSU stuck 
to their game going into the post, 
while WPU tried to score through 
a perimeter game. The Pioneers 
hit just 4-16 shots from beyond the 
arc, MSU only attempted two three 
pointers all-game long. O’Boyle 
credits this to the defensive zone 
they were playing during the con­
test.
Along with Machin’s offensive 
dominance, the other Red Hawk 
players were able to do the other 
things to get the win. Sophomore 
Jess Garrabrant shot well below 
her season average of 59 percent, 
but was still able to grab 12 boards 
to lead all players. Junior forward 
Ferin Catlett scored six points and 
pulled down 10 rebounds. Though 
it may not show up on the stat 
sheet, the play of guards Jessica 
Horan and Cynthia Warrington 
was key down the stretch for MSU. 
Warrington dished out four very
Tlie Montclarion I Anthony Ingersoll 
Machin posted 31 points aginst the 
Pioneers on Wed. night.
important assists and snatched two 
steals. Horan was perfect from the 
free throw tine and hit the Red 
Hawks’ only three pointer of the 
game. Funny because MSU won by 
just three.
The Red Hawks are in action 
again on Saturday afternoon for 
the Alumni game against Rutgers 
Newark. MSU is now 9-2 in the 
NJAC and now sit in second place 
behind Richard Stockton.
Wrestlers
Feuding
With
Coach
Jose Ortiz 
Managing Editor
When the Red Hawk wrestling 
season began in Nov. of 2005, the 
major difference to the team was 
that there was a new head coach, 
James Torres. Along with assis­
tant coach Viktor Sveda, Torres led 
the Red Hawks to a 4-0 start, and 
the team seemed to be adjusting to 
the new coaching staff quite well. 
Then the problems started.
In the coming months the size 
of the squad decreased by almost 
half. The list included team cap­
tains Jake Beitz and Sean Hayes, 
as well as Alan Aponte, Dennis 
McSweeney, Mike Berger, John 
Post and Terrance Wiltiams-Parks. 
The combined 04-05 record of the 
missing players is 31-24. This also 
included one player who qualified 
for nationals, and two who finished 
in the top three in the Metropolitan 
Conference.
The specifics as to what actually 
happened to the team have varied 
from coach to player.
“This is just culture shock from 
the old coaching staff to the new,” 
Torres said. “We have an extremely 
immature team. I can’t teach heart 
and discipline, I can only uphold 
them.”
When the team first met for 
the initial wrestling meeting, there 
were 43 players. When the first 
initial conditioning practices took 
place the number had dropped to 37 
and 11 more had dropped before the 
season began. This left the coach 
with 26 players and with most of 
whom were remaining memmbers 
of a team that had produced one 
All-American, and finished third 
in the Metropolitan Conference. Of 
the 18 players remaining on the 
squad, eight of them wrestled last 
season, and had a combined record 
of 24-46.
According to Torres, all the play­
ers who are no longer on the team  
were “removed.” But every player 
that he said was “removed” said 
that they “quit.”
“He was the worst coach I’ve had 
in 17 years of wrestling,” Berger 
said. “He doesn’t respect us as 
athletes, he never says anything 
good about us and as long as he’s 
coaching here I w ill never step on
SEE ‘WRESTLING’ ON P. 25
